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Kurzfassung

In dieser Dissertation werden zwei neue Methoden zur Spezialisierung von normalen und binären
Prologprogrammen vorgestellt und mit den bisherigen Techniken verglichen.

Die eine Methode verwendet partiell statische Ziele, welche die herkömmlichen Bindungsum-
gebungen verallgemeinern und dadurch mehr Information zur Spezialisierung insbesondere in auf
Expandierung und Komprimieren basierenden Transformationssystemen weitergeben können.

Die andere Methode, gleichheitsbasierte Transformation von ‘Continuations’ (‘Equality-based
continuation transformation’), dient zur Entfernung der beim Durchreichen von Kontextargumen-
ten und Akkumulatoren entstehenden Existenzvariablen und anderer überflüssiger Strukturen, für
die aus der Literatur keine Verfahren bekannt sind. Aus Definiten Klausen-Grammatiken (DCGs)
entstandene Programme können so von sämtlichen zum Durchreichen der Differenzliste verwende-
ten Existenzvariablen befreit werden.

Diese Methode bereitet durch die Entfernung von Existenzvariablen Programme nicht nur
für weitere Programmtransformationen auf, sondern erhöht auch die Ausführungsgeschwindigkeit
und vermindert den dynamischen Speicherbedarf. Sie ist besonders für binäre Prologprogramme
geeignet, was durch experimentelle Untersuchungen belegt wird.

Es werden einige Anwendungen unserer Methoden vorgestellt: Der der ,,Vienna Abstract Ma-
chine“ eigene Unifikationsalgorithmus kann durch die Verbindung der beiden neuen Methoden her-
geleitet werden. Weiters werden einige Erweiterungen üblicher Programmiertechniken vorgestellt,
für die gleichheitsbasierte Transformationen von Nutzen sind.

Abstract

This thesis presents two new methods that specialize ordinary and binary Prolog programs and
compares them with current approaches.

The first method is based on the new notion of partially static goals. Partially static goals
generalize binding environments. More information can be propagated for specialization. The
method is well suited for application in fold/unfold transformation systems.

The second method, EBC-transformation (equality-based continuation transformation) is able
to remove unnecessary, existential variables and structural redundancies caused by difference lists,
context arguments, short-circuits or accumulator passing that cannot be removed by the methods
known from the literature. In particular, for programs representing Definite Clause Grammars
EBC-transformations are able to remove all unnecessary variables related to the difference list to
be parsed or generated.

EBC-transformation does not only make programs amenable to subsequent program transfor-
mations by removing unnecessary variables, but also improves execution speed and reduces dyna-
mic memory consumption. The method is of particular interest for binary Prolog implementations.
Experimental investigations support this view.

Some applications of our methods are given. We were able to derive the unique unifica-
tion mechanism of the Vienna Abstract Machine by applying partially static goals and EBC-
transformations. Extensions to usual programming techniques are presented that benefit from
EBC-transformations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The history of Prolog and logic programming has been reported by many researchers involved.
There are different viewpoints how the developments of preceding research culminated in Prolog.
Kowalski reports about the early development of Prolog and logic programming [Kow88] and
his cooperation with Alain Colmerauer. J.A. Robinson [Rob92] presents the development that
culminated in logic programming from the broader viewpoint of machine-oriented logic.

Another perspective is given by Cohen [Coh88], who was in the 1960’s a colleague of Colmerauer
in the research group on compilers at IMAG in Grenoble (Institut d’Informatique et Mathemati-
que Appliquè de Grenoble). He stresses the fact that the development of Prolog was influenced
by the concepts developed in compiler construction. The mechanism of Prolog’s backtracking is
traced back to backtracking parsers in the 1960’s. The influence of W-grammars developed for
the definition of Algol 68 [vWMP+75] is outlined. De Chastellier and Colmerauer considered the
application of W-grammars for various other purposes as syntax-directed translation and trans-
lation of English sentences into French [CC69]. In the following years, Colmerauer concentrated
in Montreal on the development of a natural language translation system from English to French.
The resulting system — système Q — employed a formalism that went beyond W-grammars. To
some extent, logical variables were already present although not in their full generality. Grammars
were usable both for parsing and generating sentences. System Q used in contrast to Prolog a
bottom up computation rule for parsing. It is still commercially available and is used in Canada
for the automatic translation of English weather-reports into French.

Prolog. The insight that logic is able to encode parsing in an elegant way which simulates a
nondeterministic top down parser when SL-resolution is applied was for Colmerauer the key for
the development of Prolog. Later, this encoding became known under various names as difference
list and accumulator passing. It is still considered as one of the most important techniques a Prolog
programmer must master.

Prolog itself was first implemented in 1972 in Algol W by Phillipe Roussel. This implementa-
tion, known as Prolog 0 (see [Can86] for a more detailed description of the development of Prolog
systems), already possessed inequality constraints over terms. The subsequent implementation,
Prolog I, was written by G. Battani and H. Meloni in 1973. The system was able to execute about
200 unifications per second on an IBM 360-67 (Current systems on stock hardware are about a
factor of 10 000 faster yielding more than 2MLIPS). In 1974 David H. Warren visited Marseille
to write a plan generation system in Prolog. In the following years, he implemented a compiler
[War77] on a DEC10, which founded the family of the Edinburgh-Prologs. Since difference lists
are an effective but rather tedious way to implement parsers, Colmerauer developed the formalism
of Metamorphosis Grammars ([Col75] published in English: [Col78]) which have a very simple
mapping into Prolog. This formalism was popularized by Warren under the name Definite Clause
Grammars [PW80]. We will consider them in the sequel in detail.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5

Grammars in Prolog. The principal decision to be made when implementing grammar rules
in Prolog is how a string, or a sequence in general, and the associated relation of concatenation
should be represented in Prolog. Beside the approach that represents sequences with relations as
in [Kow79], (‘Terms versus relations as data structures’), sequences are represented as lists. The
simplest approach is to represent every sequence of terminals with a list. When a grammar rule
has only terminals in the right hand side, facts are used.

q −→ ”ab”.

q([a,b]).

Concatenation of two sequences is established by the predicate append/3. A grammar rule

p −→ q, r, s.

is implemented by the following predicate:

p(I) ←
append(I0,I12,I),
q(I0),
append(I1,I2,I12),
r(I1),
s(I2).

Operationally, the list I to be parsed is split into two lists I0 and I12. The list I0 is handed over
to the first goal q/1 which in turn attempts to parse I0. The remaining list I12 is split again yielding
two lists for the last two goals. It is evident that this representation is not very efficient compared
with the traditional way a top down parser is implemented. All possible splittings between I0 and
I12 have to be considered, as well as all splittings for some I12. In turn, a similar operation will
happen for all nonterminals.

The classical approach to parse a sequence of tokens top down (and without backtracking)
is called recursive descent. It consists in mapping every rule for a nonterminal to a procedure.
Nonterminals on the right hand side are implemented by procedure calls. Therefore, a procedure
implementing a nonterminal p will only access the sequence of strings if a terminal is to be read. In
our example the operations connected with p will consist only of calling the three other procedures
in sequence. No operations that depend on the length of the string have to be performed in p using
recursive descent.

Using the technique of difference lists in this situation, a sequence L is represented by a pair
of two sequences Es0 and Es. Es must be a subsequence of Es0. The difference between these two
lists, i.e., that sequence whose concatenation with Es results in Es0, denotes the sequence to be
represented. To describe the situation in Prolog, a given list L can be transformed into a difference
list Es0 and Es as follows:

list difflist(L,Es0,Es) ←
append(L,Es,Es0).

I.e., the conversion is nothing more than usual concatenation. A grammar rule can be represented
with difference lists as follows. The concatenation operation append/3 is now immaterial.

p(
I

X̂0, X)← q(
I0

̂X0, X1), r(
I1

̂X1, X2), s(
I2

X̂2, X).

In summary, the following operations where performed: The concatenation of three lists

I = I0 + I1 + I2
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was transformed by introducing the following equations:

I = X0−X, I0 = X0−X1, I1 = X1−X2, I2 = X2−X

X0−X = (X0−X1) + (X1−X2) + (X2−X)

The implementation method is already very close to the traditional way of implementing a
top-down parser. When considering the process of parsing a given list, the list is propagated as
follows. First, the variable X0 is bound to the complete list in which a prefix should be parsed by
the rule. Later, the suffix of the list that was not parsed by p/2 will be bound to the variable X.

p(
X0−−−−−−−−→

X0, X)← q(X0, X1), r(X1, X2), s(X2, X).

After q/2 has parsed a part of the list X0, the remaining string is passed back in the variable X1.
The next goal r/2 is called, passing over the variable X1 with the actual string and X2 which in
turn serves as a ‘return parameter’.

p(X0, X)← q(X0,

X1−−−−→
X1), r(X1, X2), s(X2, X).

Finally, s/2 is called. s/2 instantiates X to the remaining string, which is also the remaining string
of p/2. In summary, we have to consider the following dataflow:

p(
X0−−−−−−−−→

X0, X)← q(X0,

X1−−−−→
X1), r(X1,

X2−−−−→
X2), s(X2, X).

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
X

This method is already very close to traditional recursive descent, there are still some defi-
ciencies: The logic program requires much more variables to implement recursive descent, because
logical variables can only be bound to a single value. The variable in a procedural language is
simulated by the variables X0, X1, X2, and X. Each variable represents the value of the variable
in a procedural language at a different time. This is reflected by the fact that the lifetimes of the
variables X0, X1, and X2 are disjoint.

p(
X0︷ ︸︸ ︷

X0, X)← q(X0,

X1︷ ︸︸ ︷
X1), r(X1,

X2︷ ︸︸ ︷
X2), s(X2, X).

︸ ︷︷ ︸
X

Recursive descent in a procedural language uses a single global variable to represent the input
string and procedures that manipulate the global variable accordingly. An assignment-free method
would be the implementation of every nonterminal as a function instead of a procedure. The
function’s argument is the input string to be read; the function evaluates to the remaining input
string. In ML this would read as:

fun parse p(string) = parse s(parse r(parse q(string)))

EBC-transformation. In all cases, the internal representation of the parser in a procedural or
functional language is still simpler than in Prolog. There are many programming techniques in
Prolog beside grammars and difference lists that use variables in a similar way. Techniques that
are close to those in other declarative languages, namely monads in pure functional programming
languages [Wad92], use variables in a similar way. We will propose a program transformation
technique called equality-based continuation transformation that is able to overcome the descri-
bed deficiencies. Equality-based continuation transformation is able to transform a program into
another equivalent program that behaves much closer to a corresponding procedural implementa-
tion. In the example above all variables that serve to represent the current state of the input string
can be collapsed into a single register.
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Overview

In Chapter 2, we will discuss several execution models for Prolog. The development of execution
models in the form of meta-interpreters is the basis of considering specialization strategies for
Prolog. In Chapter 3, the need for specialization is motivated. Specialization strategies, partial
evaluation, and fold/unfold transformations for Prolog are considered. Some drawbacks of current
systems are discussed. In Chapter 4, we are presenting an extension to fold/unfold transforma-
tions based on the notion of partially static goals. Chapter 5 discusses the current state in the
development of binary programs. Chapter 6 introduces equality-based continuation transformati-
ons. Chapter 7 presents some applications of our techniques.



Chapter 2

Execution Models for Prolog

The investigation of execution models for a programming language may bear considerable insight
into the structure of this programming language. Execution models reflect properties of a language
that would otherwise remain uncovered. A concrete implementation will be largely destined by
the execution model the implementor had in mind. To formalize such execution models, e.g.,
to implement them in a representation independent way supports the development of an actual
implementation. In particular, the structure of program specializers or partial evaluators is largely
determined by the corresponding execution model. Again, it will be an advantage to state the
intended execution model as unambiguously as possible.

When considering Prolog, early attempts in defining execution models used standard specifi-
cation methods as the Vienna-Definition-Method (VDM) [Nil84] or META IV [Kom81,Kom82].
In particular, Komorowski obtained an operational semantics that served for both, a specification
of an implementation and a formal description of program optimization techniques based on the
principle of partial evaluation. In [Kom81,Kom82], he describes a pure Prolog interpreter using
META IV and corresponding transformations. Partial evaluation (partial deduction) is defined as
pruning of clauses as well as forward and backward propagation of data.

2.1 Meta-interpreters

A meta-interpreter or meta-circular interpreter [ASS85] for a language L is an interpreter for L
written in L. If we will refer to meta-circular interpreters we underline that they are able to
interpret themselves. Meta-interpreters will be seen, as is current practice in the context of Prolog,
from a broader viewpoint. A meta-interpreter written in L interprets a language L′ that is ‘close’
to L. In fact, most commonly used meta-interpreters for Prolog are not even able to interpret
themselves.

For a given language L, there are many different meta-interpreters, varying considerably in
their sizes. They range between minimal two clause meta-interpreters, the three clause ‘vanilla’
meta-interpreters, and up to 30 pages Prolog code meta-interpreters written in a pure stratified
subset of Prolog with negation [DF92]. Evidently, these programs do not serve the same purpose
although they all can be seen as members of the same class of programs.

Reification and absorption. The various meta-interpreters for a language differ in what aspects
of the execution model they reify1, that is, make explicit, and what aspects they absorb. Typically
meta-interpreters will absorb unification or the search rule for backtracking.

1reify /’ri:ı,faı/ v.tr. (-ies, -ied) convert (a person, abstraction, etc.) into a thing; materialize. The Concise
Oxford Dictionary of Current English, 1990

8
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Layout of data structures. Reification of language elements is done by representing them in
data structures. The simplicity and clarity of a meta-interpreter relies heavily on an appropriate
layout. To underline this aspect, we will use predicates of arity one with the prefix is /1 to define
the used data-structures. These predicates can be seen as ‘type declarations’. In most cases,
deficiencies can be already discovered by simply considering their definition. A central design
decision in meta-interpreters that is closely related to the layout of the data structures concerns
the way the meta-interpreter is connected with the program to be interpreted.

2.2 Examples of meta-interpreters

The vanilla meta-interpreter. The vanilla meta-interpreter is still the most popular meta-
interpreter. It originates from the syntax (and abstract syntax of terms) of Prolog 1 (and DEC10-
Prolog). The infix operator ,/2 is used for denoting conjunction. The definition of the data
structures the meta-interpreter relies on, already gives some hints on its deficiencies. The predicate
is body/1 that describes the layout of the list of conjunctions has to assume that is goal/1 does
not succeed for the functor ,/2.

mi(true).
mi((A,B)) ←

mi(A),
mi(B).

mi(Goal) ←
clause(Goal,Body),
mi(Body).

is body(G) ←
is goal(G).

is body((A,B)) ←
is body(A),
is body(B).

The definition assumes implicitly that clause/2 does not succeed for true/0 or ,/2 and will not
yield an error. Further, in order to be tail-recursive, the meta-interpreter needs some cuts or
negated goals. The introduction of cuts prevents meta-circularity, because the meta-interpreter is
not able to interpret cuts correctly. We have either the choice of extending this meta-interpreter
or restricting our considerations to meta-interpreters that do not need any cuts but are still meta-
circular. A meta-circular meta-interpreter treating cuts correctly is significantly longer. Although
Colmerauer corrected these deficiencies within Prolog II about ten years ago, this model of a
meta-interpreter is still employed by recently developed logic programming languages like Gödel
[HL92].

A decorated vanilla meta-interpreter. The most obvious correction to the vanilla meta-
interpreter is to distinguish explicitly between the conjunction, the special goal true/0, and ordinary
goals. The distinction is encoded by wrapping a new functor g/1 around ordinary goals. The
resulting meta-interpreter has the same structure, but is now able to interpret itself. In addition,
it is tail recursive and determinate with respect to the control operations.

mi(true).
mi((A,B)) ←

mi(A),
mi(B).

mi(g(Goal)) ←
mi clause(Goal,Body),
mi(Body).

is body(true).
is body(g(G)) ←

is goal(G).
is body((A,B)) ←

is body(A),
is body(B).

The linear meta-interpreter. The approach Colmerauer took in Prolog II was to change the
syntax in order to linearize the body of a rule. The body is represented by a list of goals (Hs).
Since every body has to be a list, the case of the empty list will be encountered for every body. If
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a singe goal pred(X) is to be proved, the goal ?- mi list([pred(X)]) has to be proved instead. In the
next inference, this goal is reduced to the conjunction “mi list(Body), mi list([])”. For every goal,
the empty list [] has to be proved as the last goal. The meta-interpreter is no longer tail recursive.
I.e., a tail recursive program is not interpreted in a tail recursive manner.

mi list([]).
mi list([G|Gs]) ←

mi lclause(G,Hs),
mi list(Hs),
mi list(Gs).

A tail recursive variation specializes the case of a goal list with a single element.

mi list([]).
mi list([G]) ←

mi lclause(G,Hs),
mi list(Hs).

mi list([G,H|Gs]) ←
mi lclause(G,Hs),
mi list(Hs),
mi list([H|Gs]).

A linear tail recursive meta-interpreter. For the computation rule of Prolog that selects the
leftmost atom, we are able to encode the resolvent explicitly. The list the meta-interpreter works
on represents the complete resolvent. While the meta-interpreters given so far still rely implicitly
on Prolog’s computation rule, the following meta-interpreter mi applist/1 interprets a program by
always selecting the leftmost atom, even if mi applist/1 is executed with another selection rule. The
preceding meta-interpreters contained a conjunction of two recursive goals, whereas mi applist/1
contains only one recursive goal. The selection rule has therefore not much choice for selecting
an atom: The goal mi lclause/2 contains only facts which must be selected in any case, while
append/3 spawns only a finite branch bounded by the length of Hs.

mi applist([]).
mi applist([G|Gs]) ←

mi lclause(G,Hs),
append(Hs,Gs,Is),
mi applist(Is).

always infinite ←
always infinite,
fail.

The predicate always infinite/0 will possess only infinite failure trees when interpreted by the inter-
preter mi applist/1 regardless of the computation rule. The preceding meta-interpreters possessed
still a finite failure tree. The fact that no fair computation rule for ?- mi applist([always infinite]).
exists indicates that we have reified Prolog’s computation rule.

In mi applist/1, there are still some redundancies: The goal append/3 receives the body Hs.
The length of Hs can be determined statically. Thus append/3 can be executed statically. We fold
the goals mi lclause/2 and append/3 in order to overcome the redundant computations performed
by append/3. The body of a clause is represented by a difference list.

mi dllist([]).
mi dllist([G|Gs]) ←

mi dlclause(G,Gs0,Gs),
mi dllist(Gs0).

mi dlclause(h(X),[g(X)|Gs],Gs).
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Meta-interpreters with ground representations. The meta-interpreters discussed so far
reified the AND-control of Prolog. Unification was still absorbed. Prolog provides some predicates
to reason about variables in Prolog, thereby mixing the variables of the object and the meta-level.
In general, however, we have to resort to a ground representation of variables [Bar88]. One of the
earlier meta-interpreters that uses a ground representation is presented by Kowalski [Kow79].

demonstrate( Prog,Goals) ←
empty(Goals).

demonstrate(Prog,Goals) ←
select(Goal,Goals,RestGoals),
member(Procedure,Prog),
renamevars(Procedure,Goals,ProcedureR),
parts(ProcedureR,Head,Body),
match(Goal,Head,Sub),
add(Body,RestGoals,InterGoals),
apply(InterGoals,Sub,NewGoals),
demonstrate(Prog,NewGoals).

This meta-interpreter still reuses implicitly some properties of Prolog. In particular, the atom
member/2 which implements search uses still backtracking of Prolog to implement it’s own choices.
In the meta-interpreter above substitutions are applied to the whole resolvent.

Another encoding represents terms and variables by a binding environment. In the case of
Prolog, the binding environment is a list of unifications that were encountered.

mi be(true,E,E,N,N).
mi be((A,B),E0,E,N0,N) ←

mi be(A,E0,E1,N0,N1),
mi be(B,E1,E,N1,N).

mi be(g(Goal),E0,E,N0,N) ←
mi be clause(Goal,N0,Head,Body),
add equation(Goal=Head,E0,E1),
N1 is N0 + 1,
mi be(Body,E1,E,N1,N).

The binding environment is now a separate entity of the meta-interpreter. It can be extended
arbitrarily. In addition to the unifications we are adding annotations of the form !(Goal) into
the binding environment after a goal has been proven. The proven goals are represented by the
structure (!Goal).

mi be(true,E,E,N,N).
mi be((A,B),E0,E,N0,N) ←

mi be(A,E0,E1,N0,N1),
mi be(B,E1,E,N1,N).

mi be(g(Goal),E0,E,N0,N) ←
mi be clause(Goal,N0,Head,Body),
add el(Goal=Head,E0,E1),
N1 is N0 + 1,
mi be(Body,E1,E2,N1,N),
add el(!(Goal),E2,E).

is binding environment(Env) ←
empty(Env).

is binding environment(Env1) ←
add el(A=B,Env0,Env1),
is binding environment(Env0).

is binding environment(Env1) ←
add el(!(Goal),Env0,Env1),
is goal(Goal),
is binding environment(Env0).

This meta-interpreter will be the basis for the introduction of partially static goals.



Chapter 3

Program Specialization

3.1 Programming techniques exploiting partial evaluation

We will review some programming techniques in Prolog that profit considerably from partial eva-
luation. Some of them are very well known, others do not seem to be in widespread usage in
spite of their advantages. In the area of functional programming languages similar programming
techniques were developed [Wad92].

Interpreters. The most frequently mentioned applications of partial evaluation are in the area of
language implementation. Programming languages tailored to very specific needs cannot be imple-
mented with the classical implementation techniques due to the high development costs. Instead,
an interpreter is implemented in the language L. With a partial evaluator for L, the interpretation
overhead is removed. In the setting of interpreter-driven compiler-generators [Neu88,Neu86] or
self-applicable partial evaluators, the process of specialization can be accelerated considerably.

If a language has simple (meta-)interpreters, then a convenient way to enhance the language,
or implement related languages, is by starting from a meta-interpreter and extending it. On the
other hand, if a language proves too complex to provide a meta-interpreter we have to resort to
other programming techniques to structure software.

One of the disadvantages of the programming technique of interpretational abstraction is that
a completely new language is designed. Existing code is not directly reusable — or, must be linked
together with the interpreter. Programmers must learn the new language. This may be acceptable
for some specialized areas as expert-systems. It is not acceptable in general. Furthermore, the
implementor of the new language must be very experienced to avoid design errors. Prolog as it
stands (in the Prolog 1, Edinburgh, ISO-Prolog tradition) is such an example: The design of the
abstract syntax tree was rather ad hoc and driven by completely peripheral considerations such as
the layout of the concrete syntax.

Another disadvantage descends from the fact that meta-interpreters cannot be composed in
general. There are some approaches to this problem [LS88], however, the composition of meta-
interpreters itself must be expressed with new language constructs which have no resemblance in
Prolog. E.g., in [LS88] new constructs called joins are introduced. Such constructs cannot be
implemented with a straight forward meta-interpreter. However, they are easily implemented by
some transformations.

Generic intermediate data structures. Often in programming, we already have some prede-
fined predicates working on some data-structures. When similar predicates are desired for other
data-structures, a very simple approach is to transform the data in such a way that it is directly
usable by the predefined predicates. Typically, the generic data structure is a list. Many predicates
are already defined on lists — e.g., a predicate for computing the sum of the list’s elements. The

12
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ground(T) ←
nonvar(T),
struct make(T,State),
ground elements(State).

ground elements(State) ←
struct done(State).

ground elements(State0) ←
struct next(El,State0,State),
ground(El),
ground elements(State).

Figure 3.1: Implementation of ground/1

predicate working on lists can be reused by transforming our specific data-structure into a list. The
list itself is only needed by this transformation. Partial evaluation is sometimes able to remove
such intermediate data structures. This approach is usable in Prolog as long as the number of
elements to be transformed is finite. In the case of an infinite number of elements, we would need
to extend the execution model of Prolog by delaying the process of generating new elements. This
technique is especially popular in functional languages with lazy evaluation.

Although the approach of using some generic intermediate data structures is already rather
abstract, it relies heavily on the efficient implementation of a partial evaluator. Furthermore,
this approach does not hide the representation of sequences. The separation of abstraction and
representation is not manifested. The typical outcome is that lists are used for all data to be
represented.

Abstract datatypes and sequences. In other programming languages, especially in object
oriented languages, an abstract data type would be defined to settle an interface for, e.g., an
iteration once and forever. Since in Prolog many predicates working on sequences can be defined
very easily, the need for abstraction is not realized so often. Still, there are many cases where
abstraction would be desirable.

make/next/done-interface. An often suitable interface for defining abstractions for iterations
is the make/next/done-interface which defines the basic operations on sequences. In close com-
pliance to the convention in [O’K90], the abstract interface to deal with sequences is defined as
follows:

1. make v(A1, . . . , An,S0): The arguments are mapped to the initial state.

2. next v(E,S0,S1): The next element in the sequence S0 is given, the state S1 is the next state
to be considered. Usually 6` next v(E,S0,S0) is true.

3. done v(S): Is true if there are no more elements in the list. Under the assumption that E is
a free variable, done v(S) should be equivalent to 6` next v(E,S, ).

Implementation of ground/1. We are presenting a simple example that demonstrates the in-
terface’s potential of abstraction. The predicate ground(T) is true if T contains no variables. I.e.,
there is no subterm of T which is a variable. To access the subterms we are either converting the ar-
guments into a list with the help of =../2 or the subterms can be accessed via functor/3 and arg/3.
The make/next/done-interface is able to abstract the difference between these two implementation
alternatives (see Fig. 3.1). For every non-variable term, some state is created (struct make/2). The
arguments of a term are accessed with struct next/3. Finally, when all elements have been visited,
struct done/1 is true. The original version using =../2 contained the list of arguments as the state
to be passed further. The version using functor/3 and arg/3 used two arguments representing the
state: The whole term as a context argument and a counter to access the argument.

The version using =../2 (Fig. 3.2) shows that the make/next/done-interface is very similar to
the way one works on lists. All predicates to represent argument access are trivially defined.
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struct make(Term,State) ←
Term =.. [ |State].

struct next(El,[El|State],State).

struct done([]).

Figure 3.2: Representation with =../2

struct make(Term,’Opaque’(N,Term)) ←
functor(Term, ,N).

struct next(El,’Opaque’(N0,Term),’Opaque’(N,Term)) ←
N0 > 0,
arg(N0,Term,El),
N is N0 - 1.

struct done(’Opaque’(0, Term)).

Figure 3.3: Representation with functor/3 and arg/3

In the other case, when we are interested in using functor/3 and arg/3 for the implementation
we have to map two different variables into the single variable representing an abstract state. Both,
the context argument containing the whole structure and the counter for accessing the arguments
are passed on. The simplest solution is to introduce a new structure ’Opaque’/2 (Fig. 3.3) that
contains as arguments both states. Note that we are introducing this structure only because the
interface demands that the state is represented in a single variable. The structure is therefore
completely redundant for the computation itself. The Mixtus-evaluator [Sah91] is able to remove
the overheads induced by the more abstract interface in this case. I.e., the resulting code is identical
to the hand-written specialized variant.

In the predicate ground/1, we were interested in abstracting some details in the representation
of the iterators. The make/next/done-interface allows even more than that. In the example
above, the iteration was basically performed by forward recursion; a backtracking variant may be
derived in the same style. This is one of the most remarkable advantages of the make/next/done-
interface. It provides the essential representation-dependent elements to define backtracking as well
as forward recursive predicates. Take for example the subterm(Sub,T) relation which is true if Sub
is a subterm of T. The program in Fig. 3.4 defines this predicate reusing the variety struct defined
above. In the case of lists, the predicate struct element/2 is nothing more than the predicate
member/2 in disguise. Partial evaluation unmasks the original member predicate.

When programming with the make/next/done-interface, we are already reusing existing ab-
stractions. The difficult but rewarding effort of finding the right abstractions has already been
performed. In the course of usual programming, we are often faced with the problem of rewriting
existing predicates to make them more useful. Often the backtracking variant is the most easy to
define. In fact, it is less specific than the forward recursive variant: It does not even require that
the atom nil/0 is used as a terminator. We consider it therefore as a starting point for creating an

subterm(T,T).
subterm(Sub,T) ←

struct make(T,S0),
struct element(S0,U),
subterm(Sub,U).

struct element(S0,Sub) ←
struct next(T,S0,S1),
( T = Sub
; struct element(S1,Sub)
).

Figure 3.4: Subterm relation with make/next/done
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tree element( t(TA,X0,TB), X) ←
( tree element( TA, X)
; X = X0
; tree element( TB, X)
).

tree elementlist(nil) −→
[].

tree elementlist(t(TA,X,TB)) −→
tree elementlist(TA),
[X],
tree elementlist(TB).

Figure 3.5: Accessing elements via backtracking and forward recursion.

abstraction. In Fig. 3.5, a predicate tree element/2 is defined describing the relation between an
element and the tree the element is in1. Although this backtracking version is easy to write, we
cannot reuse it for other purposes. It is impossible in a pure Prolog program to define the sum of
the elements of the tree with the help of tree element/2. In fact, the backtracking version contains
even less information than a corresponding forward recursive predicate because empty trees nil/0
are not considered. Although a corresponding forward recursive version is as well very easy to
write (Fig. 3.5), there are many different forward recursive programming schemes that may be of
interest. The DCG in (Fig. 3.5) maps the tree to a list. Iterations may then be performed on the
list. Many partial evaluation schemes try to remove the intermediate list. This technique is known
under the name deforestation [Wad88]. Also Pettorossi’s techniques [PP91] focus on this problem.

The efficiency of using an intermediate list largely depends on the abilities of the partial evalua-
tor. In fact, if the tree to be considered is very large, only the residual may be able to execute at
all. Furthermore some seemingly unrelated computations may stall the executability of the partial
evaluator. If we are working on an infinite sequence, the approach of converting the elements into
a list is not very useful. We would need a lazy evaluation scheme to perform the operations.

At first, writing a more general make/next/done-version is more complex in the beginning.
Nevertheless, the incentives in further transformations may be rewarding. Under certain circum-
stances, the make/next/done-version may also be generated automatically.

Both the backtracking and the forward recursive predicates in Fig. 3.5 are transforming a
given tree-node into new goals. The backtracking version spawns an OR-tree consisting of three
alternatives; the forward recursive version spawns an AND-tree consisting of the very same goals.
Since we would like to serve both, we are not able to span a tree be it an AND-tree or OR-tree. As
a compromise, we create a sequence that may be interpreted later as an AND-tree or an OR-tree.
The symbol ◦ denotes concatenation of sequences:

tree(t(TA,X,TB)) ⇒ tree(TA) ◦ node(X) ◦ tree(TN)

When a node/1 is encountered, the iteration is stopped to yield the element. If the sequence
is empty, the iterations stops yielding the empty sequence. Both Prolog’s AND-control and OR-
control are selecting the leftmost node in their tree for proceeding further on. Concatenation can
hence be implemented with lists. In Fig. 3.6, the predicate ptree expand/2 implements this rewri-
ting process. The predicate maps a sequence of nodes into another sequence which is either empty
or starts with the node node/1. Note that other strategies of expansion are easily implemented by,
e.g., reordering the nodes in the list of the last clause or by considering the other nodes that are
in Ts0.

The interface is now easily settled in Fig. 3.7. The initial state is the root of the tree in
make ptree/2. The next element is found by expanding the tree with ptree expand/2 and if the
first element is a node( ). The iteration is finished if the sequence of nodes can be reduced to

1This example was mentioned by P. Singleton in article <2073@keele.keele.ac.uk> in a response to the author’s
article <1992Feb3.191603.22322@email.tuwien.ac.at> in comp.lang.prolog, USENET News, Internet. He remarked
that writing a make/next/done version of this is quite hard (it seems to involve passing around a list of yet-to-be-
dealt-with snapped-off branches and node values). Singleton suggested to used the forward recursive variant yielding
generic intermediate data structures.
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ptree expand([],[]).
ptree expand([node(X)|Ts],[node(X)|Ts]).
ptree expand([tree(nil)|Ts0],Ts) ←

ptree expand(Ts0,Ts).
ptree expand([tree(t(TA,X,TB))|Ts0],Ts) ←

ptree expand([tree(TA),node(X),tree(TB)|Ts0],Ts).

Figure 3.6: Generic expansion of goals.

make ptree(T,[tree(T)]).

ptree done(Ts) ←
ptree expand(Ts,[]).

ptree next(node(X),Ts0,Ts) ←
ptree expand(Ts0,[node(X)|Ts]).

Figure 3.7: Tree walks with make/next/done

the empty list. The new predicate tree element 2/2 accomplishes the same purpose as the original
predicate tree element.

Abstract programming interfaces as the make/next/done interface share many common pro-
perties that are of importance for program specialization. A successful specialization of programs
using such abstract interfaces has to take these properties into account.

• Auxiliary data-structures are used to comply to the simple interface. In particular, if the
state of the iterator is more complex consisting of n simple states, these states are wrapped
with an auxiliary structure s(a1, . . . , an).

• Data structures contain often redundancies in their layout. In the example in Fig. 3.7, we
have used a list containing only the two structures: tree/1 and node/1. A less redundant
representation would merge these structures with the list.

• The interface forces to perform redundant operations. E.g., skip trees/2 is used in both
done/1 and next/2. Removing such redundancies before further operations are performed is
highly desirable.

3.2 Fold/Unfold-Transformations

Fold/unfold transformations are a well-known method for program transformation. Burstall and
Darlington demonstrated the effectiveness for function definitions in the form of recursion equation
schemes [DB76,BD77]. Their work was inspired by [Min70] in which he recommended programming
as a good application area of artificial intelligence. The underlying structure of a fold/unfold
transformation system separates the knowledge about equivalence preserving transformations and
the tactics and strategies guiding the transformation.

ptree member(E,Ts0) ←
ptree next(F,Ts0,Ts1),
( E = F
; ptree member(E,Ts1)
).

tree element 2(T,E) ←
ptree make(T,Ts),
ptree member(E,Ts).

Figure 3.8: Elements via backtracking with make/next/done
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generic multiply(integer-A,integer-B,integer-R) ←
R is A * B.

generic multiply(float-A,float-B,float-R) ←
R is A * B.

generic add(integer-A,integer-B,integer-R) ←
R is A + B.

generic add(float-A,float-B,float-R) ←
R is A + B.

generic op(A,B,R) ←
generic multiply(A,A,I),
generic add(I,B,R).

← peval generic op(A,B,C).

Figure 3.9: Example of an ‘unevaluable’ program

Strategies. The transformation rules are defined on a low level of abstraction. Strategies are the-
refore required to guide the application of the basic transformations. Mostly the problem consists
in finding appropriate goals to unfold such that a later fold may be performed. Most of the work
on fold/unfold systems is therefore concerned with finding procedures to apply transformations
successfully.

Logic Programming. In the area of logic programming, Clark [CS77] and Hogger [Hog81]
have pioneered the work on program transformation2. Tamaki and Sato proposed an influential
fold/unfold framework for Prolog [TS84]. Finding fold/unfold transformation sequences is unde-
cidable, for a proof for systems used for logic programs see Pettorossi [PP89].

Partial evaluation vs. partial deduction. Due to the many research efforts in functional
languages, the notion of partial evaluation is also used for logic programming languages. Often
partial evaluation is used for systems preserving procedural equivalence while partial deduction
and fold/unfold transformations refer to equivalence based on the declarative semantics of logic
programs. E.g., the Mixtus system [Sah91] is called a partial evaluator for full Prolog. On the
other hand, Mixtus is already able to optimize programs without any data given.

Given the usual definition of partial evaluation in functional languages, partial evaluation is
only applicable if some data for a function are static. If, on the other hand, no data are given,
nontrivial partial evaluation is not possible. The program in Fig. 3.9 contains such an ‘unevaluable’
example. The predicate generic op(A,B,C) implements C = A2 + B for two ‘tagged’ datatypes
represented by the functor -/2 in the form Type-Value. In a similar manner, polymorphic pre-
dicates can be implemented which are close to the methodology of object-oriented programming.
Although termed as a partial evaluator, the residual (Fig. 3.10) is rather the result of fold/unfold
transformations. Mixtus is able to unfold generic multiply/3 and generic add/2 which permits to
optimize generic op/3 removing the ‘tag’ -/2 for the internal computations.

3.3 Problems with current specialization techniques

Lack of incrementality and interfaces. Most partial evaluators and fold/unfold-systems take
a given program and specialize it accordingly. At the time of specialization the complete program
must be present. In most systems part of a program may be left unknown. This will cause the
system to make very conservative assumptions about the parts that are absent.

2Kowalski has considered in [Kow79], Chapter 9, ‘Global Problem-Solving Strategies’ another approach that is
close to Burstall and Darlington’s techniques. Instead of applying transformations on logic programs, i.e., statically,
he considers similar transformations on goals during the course of attempting to solve them. This, in turn, is very
close to plan generating systems, another area of artificial intelligence.
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generic op(A, B, C) ←
generic op1(A, B, C).

generic op1(integer-C, A, B) ←
D is C*C,
A=integer-E,
B=integer-F,
F is D+E.

generic op1(float-C, A, B) ←
D is C*C,
A=float-E,
B=float-F,
F is D+E.

Figure 3.10: Residual generated by Mixtus

Unnecessary variables. A class of variables which indicate potential inefficiencies is identified.
These variables called unnecessary variables (according to [PP91]) or internal variables ([ST89])
are classified as follows.

• Existential variables (internal variables in the terminology of [ST89]) are variables which
occur only in the body of a clause. Existential variables are representing intermediate data.
Pettorossi assumes that this intermediate data can be completely removed when unfolding
the predicates. But there is still a large class of programs with intermediate values stored in
existential variables that cannot be removed with his techniques.

• Multiple variables occur more than once in the body of a clause. Multiple variables are often
used to connect several independent computations depending on the same original structure.

In order to remove unnecessary variables new predicates are defined to fold all goals were
the variable occurs in. The following example shows that removal of unnecessary variables is
not always possible. We consider a simple context free expression described by the predicate
prefixexpression/1. The first two arguments of the predicate prefixexpression/2 form a difference
list. The predicate is essentially the expanded form of the DCG-program below.

The variable Xs1 is the only existential variable that may cause inefficiencies. The algorithm
of Pettorossi and Proietti suggests to fold the two atoms in the body because they contain the
existential variable. The program neither belongs to the class of tree-like programs (the atom
prefixexpression(Xs1,Xs) depends on prefixexpression(Xs0,Xs1) via Xs1) nor is it a non-ascending
program.

prefixexpression −→
[n( )].

prefixexpression −→
[+],
prefixexpression,
prefixexpression.

prefixexpression(Xs) ←
prefixexpression(Xs,[]).

prefixexpression([n( Num)|Xs],Xs).
prefixexpression([+|Xs0],Xs) ←

prefixexpression(Xs0,Xs1),
prefixexpression(Xs1,Xs).

Applying the definition rule we define a new predicate new/2:

new(Xs0,Xs) ←
prefixexpression(Xs0,Xs1),
prefixexpression(Xs1,Xs).

Unfolding of the atoms and moving the second alternatives into the first yields:
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new(Xs0,Xs) ←
( Xs0 = [n( )|Xs1]
; Xs0 = [+|Xs0 1],

prefixexpression(Xs0 1,Xs1 1),
prefixexpression(Xs1 1,Xs1)

),
( Xs1 = [n( )|Xs]
; Xs1 = [+|Xs0 2],

prefixexpression(Xs0 2,Xs1 2),
prefixexpression(Xs1 2,Xs)

).

new(Xs0,Xs) ←
( Xs0 = [n( )|Xs1],

( Xs1 = [n( )|Xs]
; Xs1 = [+|Xs0 2],

prefixexpression(Xs0 2,Xs1 2),
prefixexpression(Xs1 2,Xs)

)
; Xs0 = [+|Xs0 1],

prefixexpression(Xs0 1,Xs1 1),
prefixexpression(Xs1 1,Xs1),
( Xs1 = [n( )|Xs]
; Xs1 = [+|Xs0 2],

prefixexpression(Xs0 2,Xs1 2),
prefixexpression(Xs1 2,Xs)

)
).

Folding

new(Xs0,Xs) ←
( Xs0 = [n( )|Xs1],

( Xs1 = [n( )|Xs]
; Xs1 = [+|Xs0 2],

new(Xs0 2,Xs)
)

; Xs0 = [+|Xs0 1],
new(Xs0 1,Xs1),
( Xs1 = [n( )|Xs]
; Xs1 = [+|Xs0 2],

new(Xs0 2,Xs)
)

).

Under the assumption that we may reorder clauses freely, we obtain again

new(Xs0,Xs) ←
( Xs0 = [n( ),n( )|Xs]
; Xs0 = [n( ),+|Xs0 2],

new(Xs0 2,Xs)
; Xs0 = [+|Xs0 1],

new(Xs0 1,[n( )|Xs])
; Xs0 = [+|Xs0 1],

new(Xs0 1,[+|Xs0 2]),
new(Xs0 2,Xs)

).

new([n( ),n( )|Xs],Xs).
new([n( ),+|Xs0 2],Xs) ←

new(Xs0 2,Xs).
new([+|Xs0 1],Xs) ←

new(Xs0 1,[n( )|Xs]).
new([+|Xs0 1],Xs) ←

new(Xs0 1,[+|Xs0 2]),
new(Xs0 2,Xs).

The new predicate again contains a double recursion with the existential variable Xs0 2. Again we
could try to define a new predicate by means of new/2 which tries to remove the double recursion.
Although folding will always apply, there is no hope to remove these variables at all.

Consider we are at the n-th unfolding step and we have (beside 2n+1 − 1 clauses that are facts
or contain only a single recursion) a clause new n as follows:

newn(Xs0,Xs) ←
newn−1(Xs0,Xs1),
plusseq(n,Xs1,Xs2),
newn−1(Xs2,Xs).

plusseq(0,Xs,Xs).
plusseq(s(N),[+|Xs0],Xs) ←

plusseq(N,Xs0,Xs).
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plusseq/3 is evaluable to a partial list containing n elements. The next unfolding step will yield
2n − 1 simple clauses and one clause that contains again a double recursion. The procedure to
remove the unnecessary variables that are shared between the two atoms will therefore never
terminate producing more and more specialized predicates that cannot be folded at all.

The same argument applies for other uses of prefixexpression/2. Consider the predicate pre-
fixexpression d/2 which is nothing more than duplicating the atoms of prefixexpression/2.

prefixexpression d(Xs0,Xs) ←
prefixexpression(Xs0,Xs),
prefixexpression(Xs0,Xs).

Note that in this predicate the first atom prefixexpression/2 already ensures that the second atom
will have precisely the same proof tree. Therefore, the second atom should be eliminable inde-
pendently of the original modes of Xs0 and Xs. The fold/unfold process should therefore be able
to define a new predicate which is equivalent to prefixexpression/2. The unfolding process will
immediately generate existential variables that cannot be removed by further fold/unfolding. The
second goal prefixexpression/2 can therefore never be removed by the usual transformation process.



Chapter 4

Partially Static Goals

Consider the computation to be performed in the following predicate p/2:

p(S0,S) ←
q(S0,S1),
r(S1,S).

We are usually interested in obtaining an optimized version of the predicate p/2. The goal q/2
performs some computation transforming S0 to S1, then r/2 will take S1 and perform computation
depending on the result of q/2 via S1 and S. Some data for S0 will be given, therefore enabling
to evaluate q/2. Still r(S1,S) will be not evaluable in general depending on S. As long as q/2 is
dynamic, we can only concentrate on optimizing r/2 with respect to q/2.

To give the predicates useful names assume that q/2 is a compiler or ‘preformatter’ generating
data in some well defined way. r/2 can be seen as an interpreter that interprets some general
data-structures. The goal q/2 therefore restricts the possible values in some way, without yielding
concrete values as long as S0 is not given.

In this setting partial evaluation which depends on concrete data cannot be applied. Current
approaches concentrate on describing in some way the domain of the connected variable S1. The
formalisms they employ for description constitutes the bottleneck in the propagation of static
information about q/2. E.g., the domain used in the Mixtus-system uses only terms and free
variables. The information that is propagated from q/2 to r/2 contains only concrete data and the
annotations that some variables are free. There are several existing approaches that describe the
domain of S1 in more detail without the knowledge of S0: We may use abstract interpretation,
data-flow analysis, or type inference, to describe the domain in more detail. In our view there are
several disadvantage to these approaches:

Complexity of algorithms and runtime. The algorithms are very complex even if the preci-
sion of the domain is not very high. Type inference algorithms become undecidable very
soon. When typing is of interest, user defined declarations have to be provided. In [Deb92]
it is shown that the worst case complexity for dataflow analysis for even extremely simple
programs is exponential in the program size. The same argument applies to any algebraic
formulation [FN88,FNT91].

Generality. All of these approaches need to introduce a new formalism to describe what can be
assumed after q/2 has been proven. It is therefore very probable that the formalism itself
needs to be extended from time to time.

Intuitivity. There are many optimization schemes that are very simple to understand, but that are
not expressible in current transformation systems. The unification algorithm in the Vienna
Abstract Machine explained in a later chapter may serve as such an example. On the other

21
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hand, current transformation systems are able to perform derivations that are difficult to
understand even if a programmer is able to inspect the transformation process. One reason
is that in many cases the code generated by a partial evaluator is over-specialized.

Many programs are based on structural induction. The ‘desirable’ properties can be derived
by similar techniques i.e., fold/unfold rules.

In this thesis we propose a different approach: Due to the computation rule of Prolog, we
are able to assume after the goal q(S0,S1) nothing more than that q(S0,S1) has been executed
successfully, i.e.: there exists a finite computation (proof tree) for the goal q(S0,S1). We are
able to assume this statically but the concrete values for q(S0,S1) may not be given. The goal
is therefore specified only partially. This knowledge is annotated by introducing a partially static
goal after the actual goal. The partially static goal is marked with a !. Please note that the !/1
has nothing to do with cuts. It is defined as a prefix-operator with ← op( 900, fy, !).

p(S0,S) ←
q(S0,S1),
!q(S0,S1),
r(S1,S).

We are now able to define a new predicate ’r !q’/2 that can be specialized with respect to p/2 —
without any concrete data given.

’r !q’(S1,S) ←
!q( ,S1),
r(S1,S).

Partially static goals can be seen as a way to describe the binding environment in a more general
form. Partially static goals describe a part of the history of performed computations. With our
framework we have therefore settled a very general domain which introduces a formalism that
is very close to ordinary Prolog programs. The formalism was chosen in order to be able to
reuse existing fold/unfold transformations. We will first give a small example to demonstrate the
capabilities of this approach. The new transformation rules that need to be incorporated into a
fold/unfold framework are given thereafter.

A first example. The following predicates are defining lists with elements that form simple re-
gular expressions. The predicate is ab xy/1 describes a list of the form ((a|b)(x|y))*, the predicate
is bc /1 describes a list of the form ((b|c)z)*, where z denotes an arbitrary token.

is ab xy([]).
is ab xy([AB,XY|L]) ←

(AB = a; AB = b),
(XY = x; XY = y),
is ab xy(L).

is bc ([]).
is bc ([BC, |L]) ←

(BC = b; BC = c),
is bc (L).

Let us assume that some facts f/1 have been stored into the database which satisfy is ab xy/1.
These facts may represent programs that are to be interpreted later on. The predicate is b xy/1
is defined as follows:

is b xy(L) ←
f(L),
is bc (L).
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At specialization time the facts may not be given, or the size of the data is that large that a
specialization of all facts f/1 is impossible due to space restrictions. We are still able to specialize
is b xy/1 with respect to the database since all facts satisfy is ab xy/1. In current frameworks we
would need a domain that is able to describe — in this case — regular expressions of lists. With
our approach, we reuse the knowledge that is ab xy/1 has been executed directly:

is b xy(L) ←
f(L),
!is ab xy(L),
is bc (L).

We are now able to specialize the goal is bc (L) with respect to the partially static goal !is ab xy(L).
A new predicate is defined accordingly:

is b (L) ←
!is ab xy(L),
is bc (L).

The transformations we apply are a slight extension to fold/unfold transformations. In most of
the cases static goals are treated like unification goals in fold/unfold transformations. The data
obtained by the unfolding of dynamic goals may be freely propagated into the static goal. The
inverse is only true if the static goal has precisely one solution. Instead of unfolding only dynamic
goals, we are also able to unfold static goals. Unfolding a static goal does not have any direct
impact to the operational semantics of the program. Note that the unfolding process is driven by
the dynamic goal.

is b ([]) ←
!is ab xy([]).

is b ([BC,XY|L]) ←
!is ab xy([BC,XY|L]),
(BC = b; BC = c),
is bc (L).

is b ([]).
is b ([BC,XY|L]) ←

% !is ab xy([BC,XY|L]),
!((BC = a; BC = b)),
!((XY = x; XY = y)),
!is ab xy(L),
(BC = b; BC = c),
is bc (L).

Because static goals are only some annotations that have no effect on the execution of a program,
we are allowed to discard them at any time. In this example, the variable XY is only of interest for
the static goal. Furthermore, since static goals belong to the binding environment, we are allowed
to propagate them to the right as far as desirable.

is b ([]).
is b ([BC, |L]) ←

!((BC = a; BC = b)),
(BC = b; BC = c),
!is ab xy(L),
is bc (L).

Folding is performed similar to fold/unfold transformations. I.e., if the body of the definition is
found, we are able to replace the body by the defined predicate.

is b ([]).
is b ([BC, |L]) ←

( !((BC = a; BC = b)),
BC = b

; !((BC = a; BC = b)),
BC = c

),
is b (L).
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In the last step the static goals are interacting with the dynamic goals. Due to the properties of
unification, we can propagate unifications as often as desired. Therefore a static goal that describes
only a unification can be transformed into a dynamic goal at any time. Conversely, we are able to
propagate a dynamic binding into a static goal. In our case, we are not able to find an alternative
of the static disjunction that is true for the dynamic goal BC = c. The static goal is therefore
transformed into a static failure. Similar to static unifications, also static failures are converted
into dynamic failures. The second alternative is therefore deleted.

is b ([]).
is b ([BC, |L]) ←

( BC = b
; c = c,

!((c = a; c = b))
),
is b (L).

The final predicate is more efficient than the original predicate. Yet, no concrete data was necessary
for its derivation.

is b ([]).
is b ([b, |L]) ←

is b (L).

Comparison with usual fold/unfold-techniques. In the usual setting given for fold/unfold-
transformations, we are only able to specialize a conjunction of dynamic goals. In our example this
would mean that the computations performed by the goal is ab xy/1 are manifest in the residual.

is b traditional(L) ←
is ab xy(L),
is bc (L).

Furthermore, it is impossible to apply fold/unfold-transformations that preserve the program’s
operational semantics for the predicate is b traditional/1: Fold/unfold transformation requires the
reordering of dynamic goals. A different proof tree is therefore constructed. In our case, the goal
?- is b traditional(L). will yield only one solution (L = []), thereafter an infinite failure branch
is encountered. Applying fold/unfold-transformations must not yield a program with different
behavior. In the unfolded predicate is b traditional/1, it is impossible to reorder unifications in
such a way, as to make a successive fold, because left propagation may prune some infinite branches.

is b traditional([]).
is b traditional([BC,XY|L]) ←

(BC = a; BC = b),
(XY = x; XY = y),
is ab xy(L),
(BC = b; BC = c),
is bc (L).

4.1 Transformation rules

The transformation rules to be defined are an adaptation of the usual fold/unfold setting. We
are using some elementary transformations and some derived transformations. Derived transfor-
mations are only shortcuts that shorten the transformation process. The new contribution is the
introduction of partially static goals and their associated transformation.

The following transformations preserve all SLD-trees, whether they are finite or not, that are
computed with a fixed left to right computation rule. Equivalence is preserved for all search rules
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which are responsible for selecting an OR-branch. Therefore, Prolog-equivalence is included. By a
goal we refer to both a dynamic goal and a static goal. The transformation rules are valid for pure
Prolog without negation. Using impure predicates reduces the applicability of our transformation
rules.

Creation and propagation of bindings

A binding is represented by

• a unification goal a = b. A unification goal may be created after a corresponding static
unification goal !a = b

• a static goal. A static goal !G may be created after a dynamic goal G.

Bindings can be always propagated to the right side. Unification goals may be propagated
to the left side, over a goal G, if G has finitely many solutions. A static goal !G may recreate a
dynamic goal, if the predicate H ← G,G. can be transformed into G. This is especially true for
unification goals and for the predicate fail/0.

A static goal !S yields a generalized static goal !G, if the definition of G can be obtained from
the definition of S by replacing some goals in S by true/0. If we can assume that S has a finite
success branch, we may as well assume that G has a corresponding finite success branch that will
be shorter.

Unfolding

Unfolding is the process of replacing a goal by its definition. Unfolding for Prolog has to retain
the order of solutions. Therefore the usual transformation rule [TS84] which unfolds a goal G in
a clause by generating a new clause containing the body of every clause whose head is unifiable
with G is not applicable. Unfolding is in this case only Prolog-equivalent if the first goal is chosen
for unfold. The unfolding procedure has to be restricted to the first goal. We are assuming that
Clark’s completion procedure [Cla78] has been applied to every predicate:

Dynamic goals: Replace the goal G by the right hand side of the corresponding completed pro-
cedure “p(X1, . . . , Xn) ↔ E1 ∨ . . . ∨ Em” as follows:

. . . , G, . . .

⇓
. . . , p(X1, . . . , Xn) = G, (E1 ∨ . . . ∨ Em), . . .

Static goals: Replace the static goal !S by the right side of the corresponding definition as follows.

. . . , !S, . . .

⇓
. . . , !(p(X1, . . . , Xn) = S, (E1 ∨ . . . ∨ Em)), . . .

Therefore, static goals are replaced by static disjunctions like dynamic goals are replaced by
dynamic disjunctions.
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Definition

A new predicate (definition predicate) is added to the program. It consists of a conjunction of
existing goals referring to existing predicates and some bindings. Since the predicate is not used
in any other context it is considered as a definition. No recursive definition is allowed.

Folding

A conjunction of goals G1, . . . , Gn in the body is replaced by the head of a definition predicate.
Unfolding the definition predicate must result in the original goals. No recursive dependencies are
allowed during folding.

Functionality

A predicate p(a1, . . . , ai, aj, . . . , an) is functional with respect to the arguments a1, . . . , ai if the
predicate q/n + i defined below

q(a1, . . . , ai, b1, . . . , bi, aj , . . . , an) ←
p(a1, . . . , ai, aj , . . . , an),
p(b1, . . . , bi, aj , . . . , an).

can be transformed into

(q(a1, . . . , ai, a1, . . . , ai, aj , . . . , an) ←
p(a1, . . . , ai, aj , . . . , an))θ.

A goal G can be replaced by θ, if there is a partial static goal !S for the same predicate and
the predicate is functional.

Goal deletion

Goal deletion is a special case of functionality. A goal G may be deleted if there is a partial static
goal !S before G, and the predicate P defined as P ← S,G can be transformed into S respecting
OR-equivalence. Although goal deletion is applicable for logic programs in any case, this is not
true for pure Prolog programs. The following predicate select select/3 is not equivalent to select/3
because it cannot be transformed into the form of select/3.

select(E,[E|Es],Es).
select(E,[F|Es],[F|Fs]) ←

select(E,Es,Fs).

select select(E,Es,Fs) ←
select(E,Es,Fs),
select(E,Es,Fs).

The predicates are not equivalent because after the process of unfolding the two goals of predicate
select select/3, we cannot apply indexing to the resulting four goals. This can also be seen from
the fact that the two heads of select/3 are unifyable (select(E,[E|Es],Es) = select(E,[F|Es],[F|Fs])).
In other words, while the goal ?- select(E,Es,Fs). yields solutions of the form

Es = [A1,...,AN,E|L], Fs = [A1,...,AN|L],

the goal ?- select select(E,Es,Fs). yields solutions of the form

Es = [E,...,E|L], Fs = [E,...|L].
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Ideally, select/3 selects an element in A1, while A2 is the list with the selected element and
A3 the list without it. As we have shown in [Neu92], such cases may lead to the creation of
infinite failure branches. Note that goal deletion is also applicable for potentially nonterminating
predicates as the following predicate p nont/1 shows. The predicate may loop if the first rule is
selected.

p nont(k(N)) ←
p nont(k(N)).

p nont(null).
p nont(s(N)) ←

p nont(N).

. . .←
. . . ,
!p nont(N),
p nont(N),
. . . .

Still, we are able to remove the dynamic goal if a corresponding static goal is present. The static
goal ensures that there is a finite success branch for the goal. If there is not a finite success branch
for !p nont(N), the position where p nont(N) stood will never be reached. The second goal can
neither loop nor fail, nor does it contribute to the actual bindings.

Goals with finitely many solutions

In fold/unfold-transformation we often obtain during the ‘case analysis’ after unfolding a conjunc-
tion of goals, a conjunction of the form P, fail. In most approaches like [Sah90,Sah91] such branches
are eliminated by default, otherwise such a branch cannot be removed. Prolog-equivalence is the-
refore only provided for terminating programs. The determination of terminating goals involves
in general a termination proof. There are, however, many simple cases that do not need the full
generality of [Plü91,Plü90].

Depth bound predicate. A predicate is a depth bound predicate if it contains an argument
whose size constitutes an upper bound for the number of inferences to be performed. Every
predicate p/n can be transformed into a depth bound predicate by adding a new argument:

• In case of a rule, the argument contains a term sn(N) in the head. In every goal the argument
contains a term sk(N) with k < n. The variable N is a newly introduced variable.

• In case of a fact, the argument contains the term sn(0).

A goal G is terminating if

• “G, fail” can be reduced to fail.

• there are bindings expressed by the static goal !S and the depth bound versions S′ and G′ can
be folded such that the arguments rs and rg for determining the depth of the computation
are the same. I.e., in the resulting predicate the ‘counters’ must be the same.

t(a1, . . . , an, rs, b1, . . . , bm, rg) ←
!s(a1, . . . , an, rs),
!g(b1, . . . , bm, rg).

can be transformed into a new predicate (a folded predicate) that contains both arguments
in any clause, and the size of the terms (the number of structures s/1) is for every argument
the same.

Deletion of finitely failing goals

First some goals may be reduced by other means than termination proofs: Goal deletion and
functionality may remove the goal. Other goals must be terminating in the above sense.
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Deletion of overshadowed alternatives

The following transformation applies only to Prolog. Note that it may transform predicates in
an sometimes unintended way: Alternatives that are never reached are discarded. This transfor-
mation only reduces the size of a program, and, maybe, some choice-points at runtime. Usually,
applicability of this rule is an indication of a programming error. A clause is overshadowed by
an infinite branch if a preceding clause will always yield an infinite number of solutions. In the
current setting we are only detecting this case if a clause can be reduced by other transformations
to: c ← c.

Treatment of built-ins

Many built-ins are sensitive to left propagation of bindings. Furthermore, static goals may be
propagated to the right only if they contain built-ins whose properties will remain invariant. E.g.,
the built-ins ==/2, >/2, nonvar/1 may be safely propagated to the right as static goals. Other
built-ins like
==/2, var/1 cannot be propagated as static goals. Some built-ins cause further failures, e.g., “!X
> Y, !Y > X”. In general, some constraint solver would be desirable. Cuts in static goals are
ignored. Some information may be lost, because the domain described by the related predicate
without cuts is larger. Techniques as they are proposed by [BR89] or [Sah91] might be adaptable.

Further transformations

In current partial evaluators there is only one level of bindings. If a structure is propagated to the
right, a dynamic unification is propagated. In most cases unifications propagated to the right can
be absorbed by the following predicates. In some circumstances this is not possible [Sah91]. Using
partially static unification goals for right propagation overcomes this problem. Static unifications
do not need to be materialized into a dynamic unification.

4.2 Strategies

One of the advantages of partially static goals is that they fit into the general framework of
fold/unfold transformations developed for logic programming languages. When adopting general
strategies, e.g., [PP91] we have to be aware of the correct reordering of goals: Dynamic goals are
not allowed to be reordered but static goals may be propagated freely to the right hand side. Many
fold/unfold transformations require that, after unfolding of two goals, we are allowed to reorder
the goals. The typical pattern that occur after unfolding two goals A,B is as follows:

. . . A1, A2, B1, B2, . . .

Let the pair A2, B2 be those goals that may be folded. To preserve Prolog-equivalence, we must
be able to reorder the goals A2 and B1. In general this is not possible because A2 may loop if B1

fails or because the order of solutions produced will be exchanged. If the original goal A was a
partially static goal, also A1 and A2 are static goals. A2 can be propagated freely to the right.

A simple ‘proof’ without the occur-check. Sometimes partially static goals are able to
transform a non-recursive program, in the following program we consider the goal L = [ |L], into
a recursive program.

inflist(L) ←
L = [ |L].

is list([]).
is list([ |L]) ←

is list(L).
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The predicate inflist/1 will attempt to create an infinite list for L. In a Prolog with occur-
check the unification can fail statically removing the predicate. But, as it is often the case in
current Prolog systems, infinite terms [Col84] are supported instead of the finite first order terms.
Therefore the unification might succeed. The decision has to be kept dynamic. On the other hand
infinite lists are very seldom used intentionally. It is very probable that we might be able to derive
a static partial goal for L like !is list/1 which guarantees that L is already a list of fixed length. If
a partially static goal like !is list/1 is given, the goal “?- !is list(L), inflist(L)” will always fail —
with or without occur-check.

A new predicate is defined which is specialized to the case of L being a list. I.e. there is already
a static finite SLD-branch for the goal is list(L) (or bindings equivalent to its existence). By using
the techniques of fold/unfold we are able to propagate the ‘bindings’ of the static goal.

inflist is list(L) ←
!is list(L),
L = [ |L].

Note that the whole disjunction obtained after unfolding the static goal is again a static goal.

inflist is list(L) ←
!(( L = []
; L = [ |L 1],

is list(L 1)
)),
L = [ |L].

Case analysis is able to remove the first alternative.

inflist is list(L) ←
! L = [ |L 1],
!is list(L 1),
L = [ |L].

Propagating !is list/1 further, changing the static goal ! L = [ |L 1] into a dynamic goal.

inflist is list(L) ←
L = [E|L 1],
!is list(L 1),
[E|L 1] = [E,E|L 1].

inflist is list(L) ←
L = [E|L 1],
!is list(L 1),
L 1 = [E|L 1].

For reasons of simplicity, we generalize this predicate by making E again an anonymous variable.
(An alternative approach would define a new predicate inflist is list(E,L), the result is in any case
the same). Then folding the definition of inflist is list/1 is applicable.

inflist is list(L) ←
L = [ |L 1],
inflist is list(L 1).

Therefore, the predicate will never succeed. Showing termination of inflist is list/1 constitutes
in showing that any branch in !is list(L) determines a branch in inflist is list/1. In this case this is
very simple. In general such termination proofs are only applicable if the static goal can be folded
completely into the dynamic goal.
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4.3 Related Work

4.3.1 Bossi’s method of specializing logic programs

The following basic operation are used: Unfold, fold, pruning derivable clauses, thinning clauses,
and fattening clauses. Additionally, atoms may be constrained and hidden. In addition to the
logic program predicates are used for constraining predicates. Our technique is closely related to
the work of [BCD90]. In contrast to their approach partially static goals are applicable to Prolog,
while their methods can only be used for logic programs. Prolog-equivalence is not preserved by
their operations.

4.3.2 Type systems

Static goals share a similar idea with the type system proposed by Naish [Nai92]. Naish proposes
to prescribe types by using type declarations which are similar to ordinary Prolog rules. Instead
of a rule Head ← Body. a type declaration is defined as Head type Body. Any goal in the type
specifications of Naish can be used in the body. This goes beyond the traditional view of types
[CW85]. Naish gives examples that are similar to traditional pre- and postconditions that have
been treated separately from type systems:

merge(A,B,C) type
sorted(A),
sorted(B),
sorted(C).

Such a ‘constraint’ cannot be expressed with ordinary type systems. Polymorphism is expressed
by sharing variables in the body of a type declaration:

append(A,B,C) type
list of(T,A),
list of(T,B),
list of(T,C).

list of( ,[]).
list of(T,[E|Es]) ←

is a(T,E),
list of(T,Es).

is a(boolean,B) ←
is boolean(B).

is a(integer,I) ←
integer(I).

is a(list of(T),Es) ←
list of(T,Es).

is boolean(true).
is boolean(false).

This system has been criticized of being too general. Indeed, the type declarations are com-
putationally intractable. Statically and even at runtime as any program is. However, it permits
to express many ‘assertions’ than cannot be expressed with usual type systems, but which are
statically decidable.

p while(X, ) type
invariant(X).

p while(X,X) ←
not cond(X).

p while(X0,X) ←
cond(X0),
update(X0,X1),
p while(X1,X).

Showing partial correctness consists in optimizing the type checks away. I.e. it must be proved
somehow that if invariant(X0) and cond(X0) hold invariant(X1) will hold after update(X0,X1).

The theoretical argument of undecidability has discouraged many language implementors from
considering such expressive constructs. Even in procedural languages where the concepts of asser-
tions are well known since twenty-five years [Flo67] and have been refined continuously [Hoa69]
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[Dij76,DS90], the argument of undecidability and the ‘overheads’ of runtime checks have prevented
the development of safer languages. It is only a rather recent development that invariants, pre-
and postconditions have found their way into commercial viable programming languages. The spe-
cification is seen as a contract between the environment, which has to comply to the preconditions,
and the program, which must comply to the postconditions. The resulting theory of program-
ming by contract — see [Mey85] and [Mey90] for related literature — forms the basis of assertion
mechanisms in the programming language Eiffel [Mey92].

Our proposed method of program transformation may be applied to reduce the overheads
induced by the assertion like type declarations. If the residual program has no calls to errors
anymore then there is no possibility that the type declarations are violated. The program has thus
been verified implicitly with respect to the specification.

4.3.3 Partial evaluation for CLP-languages

CLP-languages [JL87,JLM86] are logic programming languages that provide instead of syntactic
unifications, some other unification theories. CLP(Bool), CLP(FT) (Prolog as defined in the Prolog
0-version. I.e., with disequalities allowed as constraints), CLP(R), CLP(N), CLP(Q) (in [Col87])
are the most prominent examples. Recent work on partial evaluators for CLP-languages can be
found in [SH90,HS91,Smi91].

4.3.4 Futamura’s Generalized Partial Computation

In addition to the static knowledge of a partial evaluator, the technique of Generalized Partial
Computation [FN88,FNT91]. uses information about the operating environment. This information
is expressed with the help of some logic which can be propositional logic, predicate logic, or informal
logic, depending on the predicate evaluation power.

The difference to ordinary partial computation lies in the treatment of conditionals. Due
to the information i which does not only describe simple bindings of the form v = const, but
also arbitrary logic descriptions about variables, conditionals can be made statically even if the
expression contains dynamic parts. In an expression with p dynamic “if p then x else y”, a usual
partial computation function pevalpc will reduce the expression to “if pevalpc(p, e) then pevalpc(x, e)
else peval(pcy, e)”. A generalized partial evaluator pevalgpc uses, instead of the binding environment
e, the more complex environment i. It will first use a theorem prover to check if the resulting value
is statically known, i.e., whether or not i ` p although there are some dynamic variables in p. In
the case that the conditional is static and can be substituted by the appropriate branch. In the
case that p is not statically decidable or too costly to compute, the generalized partial evaluator
behaves similar to the original evaluator. The only difference is that the environment i refined
depending on the branch taken. Either p or ¬p is added to i.

if pevalgpc(p, i) then pevalgpc(x, i ∧ p) else pevalgpc(y, i ∧ ¬p).

Note that generalized partial computation can be generalized even further: While Futamura
is using the theorem prover to determine some conditionals statically, one may as well determine
statically using algebraic reasoning the value of other expressions with still dynamic arguments.

4.3.5 Lavrov

In [Lav88], Lavrov has criticized the current partial evaluation enthusiasm. As the annotated
bibliography [SZ88] puts it:

Some reflections on ordinary and mixed computation are given. A number of possible
pitfalls in speaking about mixed computation are pointed out.
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Lavrov did not only criticize current habits, he also pointed out how narrow the view of partial
evaluation is. We believe that our work fits into his suggestions. The following quote is taken
literally from [Lav88].

More interesting though is the case when the value [the input to a function] is defined by
more complex expression up to the case when the program (procedure) calculating the
value is given. Such an approach is rather natural in functional programming, where
any program is a function having some value. Nevertheless in common (procedural)
programming this approach makes sense too. Let G be a program, x is the intersection
of (the set of variables representing) the results of the program with the arguments
of another program F . One can consider the program G; F and state the problem
of simplifying the part F of the program taking into account that the value of x is
supplied by the program G and is therefore not an arbitrary one but is bounded to
some restrictions. Essentially it is a way to specify an areal of the value of x (in the
above mentioned sense).

Following the analogy with inverse predicate transformers in denotational semantics
the problem of transformation of program G may be stated as well. This time one has
to start from the fact that the results of the program G are used not in arbitrary way
but as the initial values for the program F .

In other words any composition of algorithms naturally leads to the optimization (mixed
evaluation, if you like) problem for the resulting algorithm.

4.3.6 Kasyanov’s annotated programming

Kasyanov [Kas91] (original reference [KP82]) considers the specialization (‘concretization’) of PA-
SCAL programs with respect to some annotations. He suggests to construct various tools based
on this principle: source-to-source optimizers, ‘instrumentation tools’ that add checks into the
program to test the given annotations similar to the approach Eiffel [Mey92] follows, verification
tools that try to find out implausibility properties [KP79]. Kasyanov’s transformation machine
discerns four kinds of elementary transformations:

Schematic transformations: removing and inserting inaccessible/unnecessary fragments, com-
putations, and branches; replacement of variables and terms according to their properties;
copying fragments; composing fragments; fold/unfold. These transformations correspond
directly to the transformation performed in the usual setting of an fold-/unfold system.

Elementary transformations: reflecting the semantics of language constructs. Again, this part
fits into a fold-/unfold system

Elementary transformations using domain knowledge: e.g. algebraic properties of dataty-
pes. They are also mostly present in fold-/unfold systems.

Property transformations: New annotations are generated by extracting information from ba-
sic program constructions.

Annotations are split in assertions which are represented by a predicate about the memory state
and directives which are statements on the memory. The assertions in the annotated program-
ming framework could permit to use the common pre- and postcondition formalism. The approach
employs at least three levels: The PASCAL programs, the directives (which are not further discus-
sed) and the assertions. Linguistically two formalisms are needed: The PASCAL programs and
the assertions. Furthermore, some annotations given do not fit well into a pre- and postcondition
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framework. E.g., DEAD(Y ) to assert that Y will no longer be used. However, neither is a detailed
description given which assertions are possible, nor is it discussed how new annotations are derived,
nor how programs and directives are related to one another.

Partially static goals could be mapped into this framework. However, compared to Kasyanow,
we are not using a new different formalism for describing properties which evidently complicates
the system. Furthermore, we are able to reuse the existing strategies for fold-/unfold systems
directly. Partially static goals correspond rather to the notion of directive than to the notion of
assertion in annotated programming, because partially static goals are able to describe concrete
bindings. Assertions are rather close to the formalism by Bossi [BCD90].

4.3.7 Turchin’s super-compiler

Supercompilation is another technique for specializing in particular functional programs. Turchin
notes that super-compilation is more general than partial evaluation. In partial evaluation one
considers only the potential redundancy caused by fixed values of variables. Super-compilation is
also able to reduce redundancy induced by nested loops and repeated variables.

In [Tur86] (Section 2, Historical and comparative remarks) Turchin compares the process of
super-compilation with Burstall and Darlington’s program transformation system. He notes that
the unfold rule corresponds to the basic driving step in super-compilation. The action of looping
back and declaring the recurrent configuration corresponds to the fold rule. Since Turchin does
not mention other transformation rules we have the impression that super-compilation can obtain
at most what a fold-/unfold system is able to derive. The examples given by Turchin [Tur86]
are explicable within an fold/unfold-system. Nevertheless, we underline the advantages of super-
compilation compared with a general transformation system: The process of super-compilation may
be faster than a general transformation system, because the strategy of applying transformation
rules is highly restricted. On the other hand, many current fold/unfold-based algorithms are also
restricting the application of transformation to accelerate the speed of transformation trading
transformation speed for execution speed.



Chapter 5

Binary Programs

It seems to be a general tendency in current language implementation techniques to reduce the
implementation effort by defining an appropriate sub-language or subset of a language that is easier
to implement than the original language. The language implementor can therefore concentrate on
the efficient implementation of the essential mechanisms. The remaining mapping of the underlying
language is handed over to a higher level that mostly employs source-to-source transformations.
Such has been successfully done in the area of functional languages with the introduction of con-
tinuation passing style [App92], in the area of object oriented languages by replacing classes and
inheritance by prototypes and delegation [Ung87], in the area of computer architecture by defining
processors with a simplified and more regular instruction set, in the area of concurrent logic pro-
gramming languages [Sha89] and in the area of logic programming with the introduction of binary
programs. An often observed interesting outcome is that the resulting simplified languages turn
out to be subject to a better formal treatment than the original languages. In most cases these
sub-languages existed already in some theoretical framework before their relevance for practical
implementations was discovered. The sub-languages are also better suited to express optimization
schemes in the form of source to source transformations. In functional languages the continuation
passing style is closely related to Church’s λ-calculus and denotational semantics. The quadruple
code was commonly used by compilers as an intermediate language for code generation even if the
computer architecture itself used another encoding. Furthermore, the sub-languages are encoura-
ging new programming styles that contribute to the expressibility of the original language. First
class closures allow the programmer to define their own control structures such as iterators over
abstract data types representing containers (or collections). Although such higher level constructs
are expressible in the original language as well, a considerable execution overhead has to be paid
for.

Binary programs are the equivalent in logic programming to the continuation passing style
(CPS) [Sto77,Wan80] in functional languages. The first approaches to continuation passing date
back to 1963. Coroutines as introduced by M.E. Conway [Con63] required the usage on a continua-
tion passing regime. The implementation technique acquired more attention by the development
of the programming languages SIMULA I [DN66] which used the technique for implementing co-
routines and ISWIM [Lan66], an implementation of strict λ-calculus, the ancestor of most modern
applicative lazy languages. Probably the first mention of the technique of binary programs at the
implementation level is due to David Warren [War83]. At least Caneghem reports 1986 [Can86]
that he is unaware that anybody has used this technique, citing Warren’s report as the only one
that has considered the idea. The explicit notion of binary programs is probably due to Tarau
[TB90].

Binary definite programs are a subset of definite programs. They consist of binary clauses and
the unit clause true/0, which is a simple fact. A binary clause is a rule with a single goal. Queries
posed to a binary program consist of a single goal.

34
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member(X,[X| ]) ←
true.

member(X,[ |Xs]) ←
member(X,Xs).

true.

Figure 5.1: A näıve binary program

mi maher([],[]).
mi maher([G|Gs],[]) ←

mi maher([],[G|Gs]).
mi maher(Hs,[G|Gs]) ←

mi clause(G,Hs0,Hs),
mi maher(Hs0,Gs).

Figure 5.2: Binarizable breadth first meta-interpreter

The addition of the unit clause corresponds to the end case in the meta-interpreter mi dllist/1
that uses difference lists in Section 2.2. In a practical implementation, the predicate true/0 may be
omitted because we usually pose queries within some top-level shell. When true/0 is encountered,
the system would stop completely. In Fig. 5.1, a simple valid binary program is given. The program
is, however, not very useful, because we are only able to pose queries on this single predicate. After
true/0 has been encountered, i.e., after a goal member/2 has been proved, no further computation
can take place. We cannot reuse this predicate in another more complex situation.

This small example shows what binary programs are able to represent directly: unification,
direct recursion, backtracking (the OR-tree). AND-trees (conjunctions) are not directly supported.
The problem of mapping definite programs into binary form comes down to the problem how AND-
trees are represented.

5.1 Binarization: from definite programs to binary form

The implementation of definite programs by means of binary definite programs is usually motiva-
ted by a more or less ad hoc transformation. Binary definite programs have in contrast to ordinary
definite programs no equivalent to the selection rule for AND-control. This means that binary defi-
nite programs must reify the computation rule. There is therefore also the danger that translations
to binary definite programs, are not equivalent to the original programs, in that equivalence with
respect to SLD-resolution is not preserved. In that sense, binary definite programs do not have
much choice for their control regime. However, since we are only interested in Prolog-semantics,
we can ignore these shortcomings.

Meta-interpreter based implementation. Another way to implement definite programs in
binary programs is to implement a meta-interpreter in binary form. Let us reconsider the meta-
interpreters given in Chapter 2.1. All meta-interpreters given contain a clause with at least two
goals. By using partial evaluation for the given data, we are able to ‘unmask’ the meta-interpreters
that are of interest. The meta-interpreter working with difference lists can be easily transformed
into binary form.

Maher’s transformation. Maher [Mah88] presents a transformation giving a stratifiable binary
program that uses two implicit goal stacks. He proposes a translation scheme which corresponds
to a fair selection strategy for atoms. His transformation preserves operational semantics but
does neither ensure equivalences based on the logic semantics nor Prolog’s semantic. His method
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inf ←
inf.

p ←
inf,
fail.

% ← p.

bin inf(Cont) ←
bin inf(Cont).

bin p(Cont) ←
bin inf(fail(Cont)).

% ← bin p(true).

Figure 5.3: bin p/1 does not possess a finite failure SLD-tree

contains two ‘goal-stacks’ that implement a breadth-first control for the AND-control. Instead of
discussing his transformation scheme in detail we present in Fig. 5.2 his transformation scheme in
the form of a meta-interpreter that can be transformed into a binary program.

Binarization. Binary programs enforce that SLD-resolution will always be performed with the
goal selection that has been reified. In some sense, Prolog’s selection rule of the leftmost atom is
compiled into the continuation. The declarative semantics with respect to SLD-trees is therefore
changed. A simple example showing that semantics is not preserved is given in Fig. 5.3. However,
because we are interested only in Prolog-execution, this observation can be ignored.

A definite program is binarized by translating every clause as follows [Dem92,TB90]. Every
predicate p/n is transformed into a new predicate p/n + 1. The new argument represents the
continuation. Facts are transformed into rules calling the continuation. Rules are transformed into
binary rules. The goal in the binary rules is the first goal of the original rule. Subsequent goals of
the original rule are put into the continuation. For example:

perm([],[]).
perm([X|Xs],[Y|Zs]) ←

del(Y,[X|Xs],Ys),
perm(Ys,Zs).

del(X,[X|Xs],Xs).
del(X,[Y|Xs],[Y|Ys]) ←

del(X,Xs,Ys).

is translated into

perm([],[],Cont) ←
Cont.

perm([X|Xs],[Y|Zs],Cont) ←
del(Y,[X|Xs],Ys,perm(Ys,Zs,Cont)).

del(X,[X|Xs],Xs,Cont) ←
Cont.

del(X,[Y|Xs],[Y|Ys],Cont) ←
del(X,Xs,Ys,Cont).

CPS-Conversion by Sato and Tamaki. The starting point of the CPS-conversion [ST89]
for existential continuation (AND-continuations) is a definition of mode patterns for every pre-
dicate called a predicate partition π. The definition of the mode patterns is given on the level
of arguments distinguishing input and output arguments. For every predicate a new predicate is
introduced with an additional argument for passing the continuation. Input and output arguments
are treated differently in the newly defined predicates. Input arguments are directly passed to the
original predicate, while output arguments are passed to another new predicate that handles the
continuation. With these initial definitions given, Sato and Tamaki derive a binary program. Since
output arguments are not directly passed to a goal, the goal may be specialized.

In contrast to Tarau’s method, the structure of the programs may be changed significantly.
Tarau reports in [TB90] that binary programs obtained by his simpler transformation are more
efficient in practice than binary definite programs obtained by CPS-conversion which uses more
sophisticated fold/unfold techniques. He remarks in particular that clause indexing for the first
argument of the original program is not preserved which is one of the most important optimizations
in Prolog systems. For permutation/2 given by Sato and Tamaky he reports a 30%-40% speedup
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in comparison to the corresponding program obtained by CPS-conversion. We have experienced
that the programs that result from Sato and Tamki’s CPS-conversion have to be simplified by
unfolding trivial definition of clauses in order to obtain acceptable performance.

But there is still another reason, why Sato and Tamaki’s work is of limited interest for a binary
Prolog implementation: CPS-conversion does not preserve Prolog-equivalence. While Sato and
Tamaki insist that our mode pattern has nothing to do with instantiation pattern of arguments at
runtime and that a clause head may be invoked even with a different pattern at runtime, their
method does not preserve Prolog-equivalence. If the instantiations at runtime do not comply to
the given patterns we are able to encounter infinite failure branches instead of finite failure in
the original program. The first step in their transformation yields already clauses that are no
longer Prolog-equivalent to the original program. A minimal example is the predicate inf loop/2
below. Clearly, inf loop/2 loops if the second argument is free. The conversion into the existential
continuation form with the mode pattern inf loop(+,-) yields a new predicate where the second
argument is no more directly connected to the predicate.

inf loop(A,s(N)) ←
inf loop(A,N).

inf loop 1(A,Cont) ←
inf loop(A,B),
cont inf(B,Cont).

The same argument applies to the permutation program presented in [ST89]. A goal like ?-
perm( ,const). will, e.g., cause an infinite loop while the original program fails. In order to use
CPS-conversion when Prolog-equivalence is desired, we have to resort to some data-flow analysis
in order to receive correct results.

5.2 Implementation aspects

In the report presenting the Warren Abstract Machine [War83], Chapter 10, David Warren compa-
res two different techniques for implementing the resolvent. The usual structure sharing technique
(environment stacking) is compared to another technique (goal stacking). At the moment there are
at least three different Prolog systems that use this or a similar environment stack free technique:
Prolog by BIM, Prolog-Mali and as the most recent BIN-Prolog.

An implementation of binary Prolog can be seen as a simplified Warren Abstract Machine with
a split stack model where the environment stack has been abandoned completely. Compared to
the usual implementation technique in the WAM, there is a considerable overhead in space con-
sumption. In particular, a continuation (represented by a Prolog-term) has to be created for every
subgoal except for the first. Furthermore, goals are usually sharing some data. In most implemen-
tations, a variable needed after the first goal is represented once in the environment. In binary
notation, we have to represent that variable for every subgoal it occurs in. Nevertheless, there
are several advantages of binary Prolog beside the simpler implementation techniques. Especially,
calling continuations is faster due to several reasons.

• In the ordinary WAM based model, the continuation is represented as a pointer to the
continuing goal code. When a continuation is fetched, one has to fetch first the goal code
which consists of several initialization instructions for the argument registers. The next goal
is called thereafter. In a binary WAM, the continuation is a pointer to a structure which
represents directly the next goal. Therefore there is no dereferencing.

• When calling the continuation in binary WAM (i.e., when executing a goal after some first
goal), the initialization code for the argument registers depends only on a predicate’s arity.
It is straight forward to implement this code once for all predicates with a generic routine
(e.g., ’$demo’/1 in BIN-Prolog). In an emulated system this will result in less instruction
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decoding, while a compiled system profits at least from the code space reduction and the
increased memory locality.

• As long as there are only two goals in a clause, the size of the continuation equals the size of
the newly allocated environment in the WAM.

• No deallocate instruction has to be executed in the binary version. Note that this corresponds
to the ‘proof’ of Appel [App87] that a heap based memory allocation scheme with a garbage
collector will be always faster (with respect to instructions executed, neglecting actual me-
mory locality) than a stack based scheme provided that we are able to use a sufficiently large
size of memory: The heap based scheme does not perform any pop-operation to trim the
stack. As long as the pop-operation requires additional execution time, we are always able
to find a sufficiently large memory size to make the heap based scheme faster.

• As long as all arguments starting from the second goal in a clause are distinct, the space
overheads are only present for clauses with more than two goals: If we have n, n > 2, goals
in a clause, we have 2(n − 2) additional cells to write. This overhead is due to the further
continuations written in advance.

A compiled binary program will be slightly more compact than a corresponding WAM-program.
The memory consumption is in this case equal, if we ignore stack related optimizations.

u(X0,X) ←
v(X0,X1),
w(X1,X).

u(X0,X,Cont) ←
v(X0,X1,w(X1,X,Cont)).

BINWAM-code
put structure w/3,A4
set variable A5
set value A2
set value A3
put value A5,A2 *
put value A4,A3 *
execute v/3

WAM-code
allocate
get variable Y1,A2
put variable Y2,A2
call v/2,2
put value Y2,A1
put value Y1,A2
deallocate
execute w/3

Note that the call instruction in WAM-code implicitly contains a further memory move (continua-
tion pointer) and that at the entry of the next clause we have to set up the correct environment.

The continuations in binary Prolog will be considerably larger if the goals starting from the se-
cond goal contain identical arguments. A special case of such arguments are unnecessary variables.
But also identical constants cause a similar overhead:

p(X) ←
c(X),
draw(1,1).

In this case no environment has to be allocated in the WAM while the binary WAM has to
allocate space for both arguments of draw.

In a compiled binary Prolog the initialization code for continuations is a single basic block
since no branches occur which is favorable on typical modern processors. The usual WAM on the
other hand has split the initialization code before every goal. See [MD91] for head unification
and [Mar88] for goal unification. Our observations show that although binary Prolog has some
space overheads most overheads are avoidable by simple source-to-source transformations. The
arguments of a binary program can be implemented with registers. This follows immediately from
the implementation model of the WAM [War83].



Chapter 6

Equality-Based Continuation
Transformation

Equality based continuation transformations (EBC-transformations) are a new technique for re-
moving redundancy in functors and arguments of predicates. In particular unnecessary variables
are removed that cannot be removed with the methods known from literature. The removal of
these unnecessary variables allows us to fold more goals. The removal of unnecessary variables also
reduces the dynamic space consumption of programs. EBC-transformations preserve a program’s
original structure. They only transform arguments and function symbols in predicates. The over-
all structure, the number of clauses, and the number and the sequence of goals is left untouched.
However, in a further pass, some auxiliary predicates (consisting of simple definition rules which
only depend on the number of predicates and not on a program’s size) may be introduced.

Since Tarau’s simple transformation scheme already yields encouraging results, we will take it
as the basis for a more complex transformation scheme. In 3.3 we presented a program whose
unnecessary variable cannot be reduced with traditional techniques.

6.1 Transformation rules

The basic idea of EBC-transformations is to introduce new function symbols and connect them to
the existing symbols with an equality relation =E. There are several approaches to deal with the
extended unification algorithm:

• Extend syntactic unification to support the new equality relation. With meta-structures
[Neu90b] resp. attributed variables [Hol92] we are able to implement the new equality rela-
tions.

• Allow new function symbols only if all occurrences can be reduced to syntactic unification.

The two approaches serve different purposes. When using a new extended unification algo-
rithm, we are able to introduce arbitrary equations that do not affect the behavior of the original
terms. Old terms and their new corresponding representations may be mixed arbitrarily. Our
transformations will be applicable for any program. The second approach is not always applicable.
In the sequel, we will define when it is possible to reduce the extended unification algorithm to pure
syntactic unification. Currently, we are preferring the second approach since it is implementable
in any Prolog without overheads. Further, we are primarily interested in optimizing continuations
in binary programs.

39
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6.1.1 Localizing the continuation

Only parts of a program that contain no full syntactic unification for their terms are amenable
to EBC-transformations. We call these parts continuations (more precise: continuation-like), alt-
hough they do not need to be the result of binarization. These parts are derived for a program as
follows:

Continuation: A term t is a continuation if t occurs in a continuation argument and

• t is a continuation variable or

• t = f(t1, . . . , tn), n > 0, is a continuation functor with continuations in all continuation
arguments or

• t = true/0

Continuation variable: A continuation variable is a variable that occurs only as a subconti-
nuation. A continuation variable occurs exactly once in the head and at least once in the body of
a clause. This restriction guarantees that full syntactic unification is never needed.

Continuation predicate: A predicate p/n that has at least one continuation argument is a
continuation predicate.

Continuation functor: A functor f/n that has at least one continuation argument is a conti-
nuation functor.

Continuation argument: A continuation argument is an argument of a continuation predicate
or continuation functor. It must contain a continuation.

Subcontinuation: A continuation that is a subterm of a continuation argument in head or goal
of a continuation predicate.

Continuation prefix: For a given continuation, a continuation prefix is the continuation with
some continuation argument replaced by a new continuation variable.

Continuation part: For a given continuation, the continuation prefix of a subcontinuation is a
continuation part.

Matching continuation: Is a continuation in the head that contains free variables in all non-
continuation arguments. A continuation ensures that only matching is needed for unification.

The properties above guarantee that a continuation is always a rigid term at runtime. I.e. the size of
a continuation defined as the number of its subcontinuations remains invariant under substitution.
Since a query is a clause with an empty head, a query must not contain a continuation variable.
A continuation functor may also be used in the other parts of the program, only occurrences as
subcontinuations are of interest for the following transformations.
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A binary program Pbin obtained by Tarau’s binarization has at least the following continuation
part: For every predicate p(a1, . . . , an) the argument an is a continuation argument. Every functor
f(a1, . . . , an) in Pbin with f/n = p/n, is a continuation functor with continuation argument an.
Many programming schemes like the make/next/done-interface use ‘hidden continuations’ (e.g.,
lists used as stacks for traversals etc.).

6.1.2 Introduction of new function symbols

A set of equations E is introduced for a given program P containing equations e of the form
told=̇tnew where

• told is a term constructed of variables and function symbols in P and tnew is a term with,
maybe, new function symbols that do not occur in P .

• Every variable in e has to occur at least twice.

• VAR(tnew) ⊆ VAR(told). I.e., new variables must not be introduced in the new term.

• Continuation variables have to occur once in told and once in tnew.

• The set of equations E must ensure that for two different terms t1 6= t2 the inequality t1 6=E t2
holds. For our purposes, it is sufficient that every tnew contains as subterm a new functor
f/n that does not occur in other equations.

Examples:
f(X,f(X,Cont)) =̇ nf(Cont)
expr(T,X0,X,Cont) =̇ i(X0,expr(T,o(X,Cont)))

6.1.3 Compiling function symbols into the program

We are using the equations e as rewrite rules to replace every occurrence of old terms told by new
terms tnew in all goals of P . For all clauses that contain occurrences of told in the head, new clauses
are generated containing all possible substitutions. There are very few occurrences of non-variable
continuations in the head. In programs that are the result of binarization, there is only one place
where non-variable continuations occur in the head: the $demo/1-predicate. If all occurrences of
told and all occurrences of its (non-variable) subterms were replaced successfully in the goals, the
corresponding equation can be deleted from E. Although new clauses are generated as alternatives,
no additional nondeterminism is obtained at runtime.

6.1.4 Removal of redundant matching subcontinuations

In ordinary binary programs, the continuation argument in the head is always a continuation
variable. The introduction of new function symbols may have produced some new subcontinuations.
As an example, the equality relation expr(T,X0,X,Cont) =̇ i(X0,expr(T,o(X,Cont))) rewrites the
head of the predicate expr/4 yielding the subcontinuations expr(...) and o(...). The introduction of
new function symbols ensures that a new continuation in the head is only a matching continuation.
The splitting of arguments induced by the equality relation may uncover redundant passings of
arguments from the head to the last continuation. A clause like (for some n)

p(. . . , . . . g(a 1, . . . , ana , Cont) . . .) ←
q(. . . , . . . g(a 1, . . . , ana , Cont) . . . ).

is transformed (generalized) into
p(. . . , . . . NCont . . .) ←

q(. . . ,. . . NCont . . . ).
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6.1.5 Generalizing variables in goals

While unnecessary variables are mostly blocking the process of specialization, they have to be
introduced if a goal is too specific to be optimized successfully with EBC-transformation. This
is the case for predicates that pass a single context argument around. In Fig. 6.1, an example
is given. Variables that occur ‘too often’ in a goal are split into several pairs of unnecessary
variables. It must be ensured that the program still remains the same; this is done by investigating
all continuations within reach. For every subcontinuation of a goal we must be able to determine
the predicate that will read this continuation. Since this is in general undecidable, the class of
predicates to be considered is restricted to continuations in the last argument. I.e., only the last
argument of predicates and functors are taken as continuation arguments for this optimization.

Continuation association: A given continuation is split into disjoint continuation parts co-
vering all subcontinuations. A continuation association is established if for every continuation part
a unique continuation predicate can be found that uses the continuation.

Goal with generalized variables: The renaming of some occurrences of the variable v in a
goal yields a goal with generalized variables if at least one occurrence of v is not renamed.

Predicate unification prefix: For a predicate p/n a sequence s of unification goals is a predicate
unification prefix if the goal p(a1, . . . , an) always implies s. By antiunification of all heads of
a predicate, a (suboptimal) predicate unification prefix is obtained. The goal “p(a1, . . . , an)” is
always equivalent to “s, p(a1, . . . , an)”.

Equivalent goal with generalized variables: A generalized goal pg/n is equivalent (with
respect to Prolog semantics) to a goal p(a1, . . . , an) if for every continuation part dan of an

there is a continuation association q1, . . . , qk and “sq1 . . . sqk
, p(a1, . . . , an−1, dan)” is equivalent to

“sq1 . . . sqk
, p(a1, . . . , an−1, an).” A goal with generalized variable is hence equivalent to the original

goal if all possible predicate unification prefixes of the corresponding continuation parts yield the
same results. I.e., all unifications that will always be executed to reach a subcontinuation are
considered.

Applications. If there are multiple occurrences of a single variable in a goal, these variables can
be split by transforming the goal into a generalized one, provided that we cannot see any effect at
runtime. Goals that are too specific for further optimizations can be generalized. Constant context
arguments that pass a single variable through several layers of recursion are the major target of
the transformation.

Example. The predicate all els gt/2 in Fig. 6.1 is true if all elements of a binary tree are greater
than a given value. The variable K in the second argument represents the value to be compared
with all nodes. Variable K is an unnecessary variable because it has two occurrences in the body.
The techniques for removing unnecessary variables in the fold/unfold framework [PP91] cannot be
applied in this predicate: The predicate has a nontrivial recursion and the unnecessary variable
is just in between them. In a previous transformation using Tarau’s method, the predicate was
already transformed into the binary form bin all els gt/2. This form was further transformed by the
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all els gt(nil, ).
all els gt(t(E,A,B), K) ←

E > K,
all els gt(A, K),
all els gt(B, K).

bin all els gt(nil, , Cont) ←
Cont.

bin all els gt(t(E,A,B), K, Cont) ←
E > K,
bin all els gt(A, K, bin all els gt(B,K,Cont)).

i(K, bin all els gt(nil,o(K,Cont))) ←
Cont.

i(K, bin all els gt(t(E,A,B),o(K,Cont))) ←
E > K,
i(K, bin all els gt(A,o(K,i(K,bin all els gt(B,o(K,Cont)))))).

Figure 6.1: A predicate with a constant context argument

i(K,bin all els gt(nil,o(K,Cont))) ←
Cont.

i(K,bin all els gt(t(E,A,B),K Cont)) ←
E > K,
i(K, bin all els gt(A,o(K,i(K,bin all els gt(B,K Cont))))).

i(K,bin all els gt(nil,o(K,Cont))) ←
Cont.

i(K,bin all els gt(t(E,A,B),K Cont)) ←
E > K,
i(K, bin all els gt(A,o(KNew,i(KNew,bin all els gt(B,K Cont))))).

Figure 6.2: Generalization of a continuation part and variables

equality relation bin all els gt(T,K,Cont) =̇ i(K,bin all els gt(T,o(K,Cont))). The primitive built-
in predicate >/2 is not written in binary notation to simplify readability. The rule is generalized
by removing the redundant continuation o(K,Cont) in Fig. 6.2. The variables in the goal are
generalized. The new predicate now contains a continuation part in the rule that can be further
transformed by introducing a new equality relation. E.g., o(K,i(K,Cont)) =̇ oi(Cont).

6.2 Transformation strategies

We have identified the following situations where EBC-transformation is useful:

1. Accumulator pairs. As they occur in e.g., Definite Clause Grammars. According to the
lifetime continuations containing accumulator pairs are split into three nested continuations:
An external or input part, the remaining continuation, and the output part as the innermost
continuation. The names of the functors of the external and the internal continuations are
for all continuations the same. The remaining continuation still preserves the original name.

A new functor is defined to collapse neighbouring continuations: The output continuations are
combined with the input continuations. The newly defined continuation functor possesses
only a single argument for the continuation itself. E.g.: output(A,B,input(A,B,Cont)) =̇
f(Cont)
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2. Context Arguments. Our current approach is to transform context arguments into accumu-
lator pairs. The context argument is split into two shared variables. By generalizing the
variables we are able to separate the shared variables. The further steps are the same as for
accumulator pairs.

3. Nesting of function symbols. After the preceding transformations, redundant nestings are
removed by introducing new function symbols.

6.3 Efficiency evaluation

The initial motivation for the development of EBC-transformations came from problems in program
transformation. Unnecessary variables are removed with their help in order to make folding of
clauses possible. During the development of EBC-transformation, we realized that they may also
be an interesting optimization technique since they are reducing the size of environment frames
and continuations. In this section, we will report on some experiments to quantify the effect
of EBC-transformation to the WAM and the binary WAM. The programs considered are parts of
benchmarks where our optimization is applicable. They were not written with EBC-transformation
in mind. Programming techniques that explicitly exploit the properties of EBC-transformations
yield better speedups.

It is difficult to estimate the effective space consumptions of languages with implicit dynamic
allocation and implicit storage management. Very little work is known from the literature. Appel
as a notable exception devotes a whole chapter (Chapter 12 [App92]) to the impact of optimizations
to space complexity. Yet, many implementation aspects blur a rigorous analysis: sharing of terms
that are identical for the system, reference counting schemes etc. Since we want to compare our
transformed programs only with the traditional implementations on WAM-models, and since EBC-
transformations do not perform ‘deep transformations’ (I.e., the residuals resemble algorithmically
so much the original programs that it is difficult to call them different algorithms) we use the
following measure. The size of cells produced per inference and the size of cells still alive. Ideally,
after every memory operation the garbage collector should be activated to get a precise result.

The measurements were performed on a SPARCstation ELC, (CPU 33MHz Cypress, 8Mb
RAM). We used BIN-Prolog Version 1.39 with the default parameters for memory configuration
and Sicstus-Prolog 2.1 with the flag compiling set to fastcode. All measurements were performed
in failure-driven loops.

Notation for program versions. We compared the following versions of programs: ‘DS’: The
original programs (written in direct style). ‘EBC’: EBC-transformation applied. Since there are also
other program transformation techniques, in particular, folding of goals in the body we compared
also these transformations (DSf) with the corresponding EBC-versions (EBCf). Programs that
allowed further fold/unfold-transformations are denoted by ‘DSx’ and (EBCx)

Because BIN-Prolog supports a special built in meta-call ’$demo’/1, we have compared predi-
cates against the direct implementations (DS) using this built-in call as well as against versions
that emulate the built in call via simple linking predicates (DSn). The effective differences where
quite considerable (more than 10%) and are probably due to the fact that the emulated version
has to decode some WAM-instructions for linking a continuation to the actual predicate, while a
direct implementation can load continuations directly into the WAM-registers. The linking pre-
dicates simulating the meta-call consist of at least three indexable clauses in order to prevent a
special optimization of BIN-Prolog for two clauses. In larger programs, this optimization is not
applicable for implementing the emulated meta-call. For EBC-versions we attempted to simulate
the corresponding speedup gained by the speedup due to ’$demo’/1 in direct style versions by an
optimized linking predicate that avoids some of the indexing overheads (EBDp).
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VDS V 2DS VDSf VEBC VEBCf

t[s] 18 762 21 357 14 254 12 830 11 229
VDS 0% 13% -25% -32% -41%
V 2DS -13% 0% -34% -40% -48%
VDSf 31% 49% 0% -10% -22%
VEBC 46% 66% 11% 0% -13%
VEBCf 67% 90% 26% 14% 0%

Figure 6.3: adcg//2 on BinProlog

VDS V 2DS VDSf VDCG VEBC VEBCf VEBCp VEBCx

t[s] 3 848 4 570 3 818 3 589 3 127 2 884 2 805 2 754
VDS 0% 18% -1% -7% -19% -26% -28% -29%
V 2DS -16% 0% -17% -22% -32% -37% -39% -40%
VDSf 0% 19% 0% -7% -19% -25% -27% -28%
VDCG 7% 27% 6% 0% -13% -20% -22% -24%
VEBC 23% 46% 22% 14% 0% -8% -11% -12%
VEBCf 33% 58% 32% 24% 8% 0% -3% -5%
VEBCp 37% 62% 36% 27% 11% 2% 0% -2%
VEBCx 39% 65% 38% 30% 13% 4% 1% 0%

Figure 6.4: adcg//2 on SICStus

6.3.1 A simple DCG

The following definite clause grammar was taken to estimate the benefits that we can expect from
EBC-transformations. Definite Clause Grammars are a particularly well suited candidate because
they hide a difference list that can never be accessed directly by the programmer.

adcg(tok(T),tok(T)) −→
[].

adcg(prefix,tree(A,B)) −→
[X],
adcg(X,A),
[Y],
adcg(Y,B).

The first 2 551 trees that can be generated from the grammar were used as data for the
benchmark. The benchmark consisted in parsing every list 10 000 times. In Fig. 6.3 the results
for BIN-Prolog are presented. The program corresponding to the traditional DCG-translation
(VDS) was taken and compared against the EBC-binarized (VEBC) versions. Note that we did not
use the translator for DCGs integrated in BinProlog since BinProlog does not translate into list-
unification directly. An additional inference would have been needed. The versions of VEBC and VDS

were directly compared, V 2DS has an additional argument pair to pass further. For the EBC-binary
versions no measurable difference could be found by adding new arguments. Every version was also
further folded to minimize the continuation. In Fig. 6.4 the results for compiled SICStus are given.
Additional measurements were performed with VDCG, the built-in translation of grammar-rules,
and VEBCx , a handwritten EBC-program that uses a list to represent the continuation.
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6.3.2 Predicate numbered/2

There are many programs that contain unnecessary variables which are not eliminable by the usual
transformation technique. As an example, consider the predicate numbered/2 in the standard
benchmark serialize/2.

numbered(tree(T1,pair( ,N1),T2),N0,N) ←
numbered(T1,N0,N1),
N2 is N1+1,
numbered(T2,N2,N).

numbered(void,N,N).

The purpose of numbered/2 is to attach to each node pair/2 a unique number in the second
argument. In a procedural language, the variables N* could be represented by a variable global
to the recursive procedure. The variables holding the numbers are not a typical example of the
technique of passing arguments: The variable N1 which is in the middle of the chain has an
occurence in the head. This implies that we will not be able to remove this variable completely. In
numbered/2, the final value of the argument depends always on the second argument. First, the
predicate is transformed into its binary equivalent:

numbered(tree(T1,pair( ,N1),T2),N0,N,Cont) ←
numbered(T1,N0,N1,+(N1,1,N2,numbered(T2,N2,N,Cont))).

numbered(void,N,N,Cont) ←
call(Cont).

The binary form is rewritten by splitting the functor into an external part e/2 and an interal part
i/2 and into a part in the middle that is not affected by the transformation. The external and the
internal part correspond to the input output pattern that will occur at runtime. The arguments
in the middle can be both.

numbered(T,N0,N,Cont) .= e(N0,numbered(T,i(N,Cont))).
+(N0,K,N,C) .= e(N0,+(N0,K,i(N,C))).

numbered(T,N0,N,Cont) ←
e(N0,numbered(T,i(N,Cont))).

e(N0,numbered(tree(T1,pair( ,N1),T2),i(N,Cont))) ←
e(N0,numbered(T1,i(N1,e(N1,+(N1,1,i(N2,e(N2,numbered(T2,i(N,Cont))))))))).

e(N,numbered(void,i(N,Cont))) ←
call(Cont).

e(N0,+(N0,K,i(N,C))) ←
+(N0,K,N,C).

We are able to generalize the continuation. The innermost structure i(N,Cont) is not needed within
the rule.

e(N0,numbered(tree(T1,pair( ,N1),T2),NCont)) ←
e(N0,numbered(T1,i(N1,e(N1,+(N1,1,i(N2,e(N2,numbered(T2,NCont)))))))).

e(N,numbered(void,i(N,Cont))) ←
call(Cont).

Structures are folded that share a common variable, which must not occur somewhere else.
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VDS compiled by BIN-Prolog (clause wise compilation, no optimizations)
VDSf fold of the last two goals (+/3 and numbered/3)
VDSx unfolding to propagate addition
VDSn with emulated meta-call
VDSf

n
with emulated meta-call

VDSx
n

with emulated meta-call
VEBC direct clause wise compilation
VEBCp optimizing one emulated meta call
VEBCf defining a new predicate for the last two goals (similar to VDSf )
VEBCx similar to VDSx

Figure 6.5: Versions for benchmark serialize/2

i(N,e(N,Cont)) .= ie(Cont).

e(N0,numbered(tree(T1,pair( ,N1),T2),NCont)) ←
e(N0,numbered(T1,ie(+(N1,1,ie(numbered(T2,NCont)))))).

e(N,numbered(void,i(N,Cont))) ←
call(Cont).

e(N,numbered(void,ie(Cont))) ←
e(N,Cont).

e(N0,+(N0,K,i(N,C))) ←
+(N0,K,N,C).

e(N0,+(N0,K,ie(C))) ←
+(N0,K,N,C),
e(N,C).

plus ie(N,K,Cont) .= +(N,K,ie(Cont)).
e(N,numbered(T,Cont)) .= e numbered(N,T,Cont).

e numbered(N0,tree(T1,pair( ,N1),T2),NCont) ←
e numbered(N0,T1,plus ie(N1,1,numbered(T2,NCont))).

e numbered(N,void,NCont) ←
e(N,NCont).

e(N,i(N,Cont)) ←
$demo(Cont).

e(N0,plus ie(K,N0,C)) ←
+(N0,K,N,C),
e(N,C).

e(N,numbered(T,NCont)) ←
e numbered(N,T,NCont).

Due to the rewrite process, we are no more creating the functor +/3. Clauses containing it in the
head can therefore be removed (marked with asterisk). Further simplifications can also be done in
the usual context of fold/unfold transformations.

e numbered(T,N,Cont) ←
e(N,numbered(T,Cont)).

By defining a more compact continuation (f and x versions) due to definition, both compilation
schemes can be improved. The EBC-versions are consuming always less space. If the sizes of
continuations do not differ a lot, other aspects (indexing, the number of emulated instructions
executed, different trailings) are more important. However, even in this case the difference (VDSx

n
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Predicate numbered/3 serialize/3
speedup w.r.t. speedup w.r.t.

Version c/s t [ms] VDS VDSn V− t [ms] VDS VDSn V−
VDS 9/2 3 720 0.0% 13.2% — 49 490 0.0% 1.2% —
VDSf 5/1 2 900 28.3% 45.2% 28.3% 48 670 1.7% 2.9% 1.7%
VDSx 5/1 2 760 34.8% 52.5% 5.1% 48 620 1.8% 3.0% 0.1%
VDSn 9/2 4 210 -11.6% 0.0% — 50 070 -1.2% 0.0% —
V

DSf
n

5/1 2 990 24.4% 40.8% 40.8% 48 860 1.3% 2.5% 2.5%
VDSx

n
5/1 2 870 29.6% 46.7% 4.2% 48 690 1.6% 2.8% 0.6%

VEBC 6/2 3 440 8.1% 22.4% — 49 220 0.6% 1.73% —
VEBCp 6/2 3 390 9.7% 24.2% 1.5% 49 140 0.7% 1.89% 0.2%
VEBCf 4/1 2 960 25.7% 42.2% 14.5% 48 700 1.6% 2.81% 0.9%
VEBCx 4/1 3 010 23.6% 39.9% -1.7% 48 740 1.5% 2.73% -0.1%

Figure 6.6: numbered/3 and serialize/2

space stdDS stdEBC stdEBCf dcgDS dcgEBC dcgEBCf

t[ms] — 6 950 6 960 6 720 7 740 6 980 6 750
stdDS 11/3 0% 0% -4% 11% 0% -3%
stdEBC 8/3 -1% 0% -4% 11% 0% -4%
stdEBCf 7/2 3% 3% 0% 15% 3% 0%
dcgDS 13/3 -11% -11% -14% 0% -10% -13%
dcgEBC 8/3 -1% -1% -4% 10% 0% -4%
dcgEBCf 7/2 2% 3% -1% 14% 3% 0%

Figure 6.7: qsort/2 for BinProlog

is 3% faster, than VEBCf ) is neglectable and might be due to the noise caused by the indexing
mechanism which relies on a hash function not described in detail [Tar92a]. The reduced space
consumption which causes better memory locality will outweight at least the differences in larger
programs.

6.3.3 Predicate qsort/2

qsort/2 is a benchmark by D.H.D. Warren sorting a list of 50 given integers. The sort predicate
uses difference lists for construction of the list. The resulting list is written in a rather unnatural
manner: First, the end of the list is computed and then the beginning. In this manner no trailing
operations are necessary since only new lists are appended at the head of the list and not within
the list.

qsort([X|L],R0,R) ←
partition(L,X,L1,L2),
qsort(L2,R1,R),
qsort(L1,R0,[X|R1]).

qsort([],R,R).

Another, in our opinion more natural way uses DCGs. The DCG notation cannot express the
original qsort/2 because difference lists are treated in the usual way. I.e., the two goals must be
exchanged.
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qsort([E|Es]) −→
{partition(Es,E,L1,L2)},
qsort(L1),
[E],
qsort(L2).

qsort([]) −→
[].

Our results are presented in Fig. 6.7. The times were measured by executing qsort/3 for 1000 times.
The standard versions (std) and DCG-versions (dcg) are compared. The binarized versions are
obtained by applying EBC-transformation only to the predicate qsort/3. Including the predicate
partition/4 into the transformation yielded unfavorable results, because clause indexing is not
implemented in BinProlog for arithmetical comparison. BinProlog created larger choice points
due to the increased number of argument registers. The single list element [E] was merged with
the continuation qsort/3 partition in a different version (f). The original version was also folded
but without any measurable success. The standard version (std) is 11% faster than the version
using a DCG. However, the difference between the binarized and optimized binarized versions are
neglectable.

6.3.4 A little compiler

In [BF92], an implementation of a restricted subset of a procedural language is given in Prolog.
The implementation consists of a tokenizer scan/2 (which for the sake of simplicity reads from
a given list of characters instead from the input stream), a parser generating a checked AST
compile/2 and an interpreter working on the AST. Usually, one would apply partial evaluation on
such a program. A given program will then be compiled into a program faster than the interpreter.
However, partial evaluation will only be of interest during the last ‘pass’ — the interpreter. The
other passes will have to be executed anyway. Executing them with a partial evaluator would slow
down the tokenization and the generation of the AST. In order to test our method for binarization,
all three passes were optimized. The resulting programs are completely procedurally equivalent to
the original programs. Furthermore, we mapped each clause to an equivalent clause; no general
fold/unfold optimizations were performed. Further speedup would be possible. However, we are
showing only these very local optimizations, since they are in our opinion more practicable.

Predicate tDS[ms] tEBC[ms] speedup sDS sEBC saving
scan/2 263 490 174 720 51% 8 400 7 968 5%
compile/2 32 800 18 900 74% 1 588 1 144 28%
interpret/1 869 130 787 630 10% 516 364 544 388 -5%

The typical compiler passes yielded the biggest speedup. Even if we would have unfolded this
very simple tokenizer, there is still an advantage of using the transformed binary program because
the number of arguments is reduced by one. Therefore the size of the choice-points is reduced
by one argument register. The compiler yielded the biggest speedup, because it was possible to
propagate another argument containing the declared identifiers. For the largest part of the token-
stream (parsing the statements after the declarations), the continuations are reduced by 3 cells
(containing the two lists for the DCG and the ‘global’ list of declared identifiers). In compensation,
the predicates searching for declared entries stalled the direct propagation of registers and caused
the creation of additional continuations. Within the interpreter, the propagation of the actual
binding environment was optimized. In comparison to the compiler, there are much more calls
to predicates stalling the register propagation. Namely, the lookup predicate and the predicate
that changes the current binding environment. Therefore the optimization nearly annihilates the
optimizations.
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a(X,Cont) ←
det(X,rest(Cont)).

. . .
det(...,Cont) ←

$demo(Cont).
. . .

Figure 6.8: Usual way of defining a leaf-predicate

Summary

From our experiences so far, EBC-transformations seem worth to be incorporated into a binary
Prolog system. For an ordinary stack based WAM-implementation only a compiled system may
take advantage of our optimization.

6.4 Further optimizations

6.4.1 Forced propagation of registers

Predicates that are determinate but that have no redundant arguments to be propagated further
on are stalling our optimization. As a typical example the partition/5-predicate in qsort/2 above,
interrupts the propagation of values in registers.

6.4.2 Leaf predicates

In a binary Prolog system, continuations are written if the body contains more than two user
defined goals. In a clause “a(X) ← det(X), rest” the goal det/1 is a determinate predicate, maybe
some facts that are used for determinate table lookup. In any case this is a predicate that does not
create any choice points. Still we have to write the continuation (Fig. 6.8). The usual approach
is to define a new predicate and unfold it accordingly. In the case of det/1 being a (let us assume
big) table, the whole table is specialized, duplicating its memory consumption. Instead of calling
the generic $demo/1, the specific rest/1 is called directly in the bodies of the facts. In general,
this technique is not very practical, especially for tables and other very large predicates.

Leaf predicate: A leaf predicate p/n is a predicate that does not write new continuations. The
continuation in the head must be the same as in the goal. Predicates that are called by p/n must
be primitive (built-in) or leaf predicates.

Examples. facts, append/3, member/2. For reasons of efficiency it is preferred that the predicate
is determinate.

We propose another approach in avoiding to write the continuation rest/1 and many other continua-
tions: A new predicate det/1+n is defined with n additional arguments. Instead of calling $demo/1
we are calling a similar predicate $demo/1+n. All entries of $demo/1 of the form $demo(C) are
also present in $demo/1+n in the following form $demo(C, , , ...). I.e. the argument registers are
simply ignored. New entries in $demo/1 fill more arguments (Fig. 6.9). These optimizations do
make sense in binary Prolog as long as the number of arguments is not much larger than the num-
ber of used arguments. (The remaining arguments are best initialized with some constant value.)
The internals of the implementation may be changed to avoid the unnecessary initialization of the
unused argument registers. Furthermore the table $demo/1+n might be shared for different n.
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a(X,Cont) ←
det(X,rest1,Cont, . . . ).

. . .
det(. . . ,Cont,A1, . . . ) ←

$demo(Cont,A1, . . . ).
. . .

. . .
$demo(rest1,Cont, ...) ←

rest(Cont).
. . .

Figure 6.9: Avoiding the heap for leaf-predicates

6.5 Related Issues

6.5.1 Sato and Tamaki’s CPS-conversion

At first sight, the splitting of a functor (and goal) of the form f(a1, . . . , an) into the structure of the
form i(i1, . . . , ini

, f(b1, . . . , bnb
, o(o1, . . . , ono))) with ni + nb + no ≥ n resembles to the input/output

partition of Sato and Tamaki [ST89]. There is, however, a crucial difference: Our transformations
are introduced by equations over the functors. The introduced equations can never alter the
Prolog-semantics of the program. Sato and Tamaki start with defining new predicates which are
no longer equivalent. If an argument is ‘declared’ as output, but is never a variable, and ‘drives’
the computation, an infinite failure branch can be encountered in CPS-transformed programs.
If, on the other hand, we are putting similarly an argument into the output-structure that is in
reality an input argument, we will fail to apply further transformations. But it is never the case
for our transformation that Prolog-equivalence is questioned. The predicate inf loop/2 is used to
demonstrated this fact.

inf loop(A,s(N)) ←
inf loop(A,N).

The binary equivalent is:

inf loop(A,s(N),Cont) ←
inf loop(A,N,Cont).

Using the equation inf loop(A,N,Cont) .= i(A,inf loop(o(N,Cont))) in the vain hope that the first
argument is an input argument and the second an output argument, we obtain:

i(A,inf loop(o(s(N),Cont))) ←
i(A,inf loop(o(N,Cont))).

This program is still Prolog-equivalent, no continuations can be detected for generalization. We
are therefore not able to optimize this program. Conversely, if we are taking the second argument
as input, expressed by the following equation we obtain:

inf loop(A,N,Cont) .= i(N,inf loop(o(A,Cont))).

i(s(N),inf loop(o(A,Cont))) ←
i(N,inf loop(o(A,Cont))).

which can be ‘optimized’ to

i(s(N),inf loop(ACont)) ←
i(N,inf loop(ACont)).

and transformed back:

inf loop(A,N,Cont) ←
i inf loop(N,inf loop o(A,Cont)).

i inf loop(s(N),Cont) ←
i inf loop(N,Cont).
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The new predicate uses only two argument registers, while the original used three. On the other
hand, the program now writes a continuation, while the original program did not. Whether this
transformation can be considered as an optimization is not our major point. At least it preserves
Prolog-equivalence in contrast to Tamaki and Sato. Guiding heuristics for EBC-transformations
are indeed desirable, some dataflow analysis or abstract interpretation is definitely useful. However,
EBC-transformations ensure Prolog-equivalence. They do not rely on the correctness of the results
obtained by an abstract interpretation but ensure Prolog-equivalence. Simpler, incomplete, or
completely heuristical algorithms may be used to guide EBC-transformations.

6.5.2 Calling conventions, interprocedural register allocation

The implementation of Prolog with the WAM-model bears a lot of resemblances to the traditional
calling conventions in assembly languages. In the WAM, the argument registers can be seen
as scratch registers and argument registers in machine language. The creation of choice-points
corresponds to the longjump()-primitive. I.e., all relevant registers are saved. Since the WAM has
no other registers (for terms to be passed around), the calling conventions in the WAM are very
simple: All registers are caller saved, there are no callee saved registers at all. Registers are saved
by the caller by putting them into the environment or into a continuation. All registers in the
WAM are invalid after returning from a predicate call even if this predicate is very simple. For this
reason, the WAM has favorable performance only as long as the registers are propagated further
on. I.e., until a second goal in a clause is called. Binary Prolog makes these assumptions even
more explicit. Arguments can always be seen as registers. Programming binary Prolog clauses
is therefore very close to programming in assembly languages. This view is also shared in the
functional language community. As Appel [App92] says: [...] the CPS language is meant to model
the program executed by a von Neumann machine, which likes to do just one thing at a time, with
all the arguments to an operation ready-at-hand in registers.

With the introduction of leaf-predicate optimization, we were able to regain the optimization
of leaf-procedures implemented in compilers for RISC-machines. The leaf-predicate optimization
can be applied as well for any predicate even if it is not a leaf. In this case, the delayed saving of
registers corresponds to callee-saved registers.

Compared to traditional calling conventions for languages like C or PASCAL, the binary-WAM
has some more possibilities left: Since in the binary-WAM there is never a return from a procedure,
but only a calling to the next, return parameters can be propagated without any new conventions.
In traditional calling conventions, we have usually only one or two registers that are dedicated to
hold the return values. After a function call in traditional languages, only callee-saved registers and
registers holding the return values are valid. More complex return values cannot be passed over
registers; global variables accessed and modified by both the caller and callee cannot be propagated
further on. Compare this situation to the optimizations that were able with EBC-transformations.
During the whole computation all values of temporary interest were held in registers. Traditional
compilers need a separate optimization pass (interprocedural register allocation) to obtain similar
results to the binary-model.

In summary, the binary-WAM model is able to perform the same optimizations as advanced
register allocation algorithms for procedural languages. The implementation of volatile data re-
presented in registers can be implemented equally well in the declarative and procedural settings.
Nevertheless, we have to make still a concession: The abolition of the stack based regime.

6.5.3 Structure sharing

The equations introduced during EBC-transformation are very similar to the way structure sharing
is implemented. In fact, we are able to mimic to some extent the optimizations of structure sharing.
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Implementing EBC-transformations with structure sharing. Equations d=̇f(a1, . . . an)
with

• VAR(d) = VAR(f(a1, . . . an))

• | VAR(d) |= n

• f/n a newly introduced function symbol

have a direct correspondence in a structure sharing implementation: All variables are retained
in the new function symbol which corresponds to a molecule. However, some other equations
are usually not implemented in structure sharing. E.g.: f(X,X,Cont) .= fxx(Cont). In this case,
EBC-transformation is able to remove the redundant occurrence of the variable X.

Implementing structure sharing with EBC-transformations. Structure sharing can be
simulated by introducing equations that contain only all distinct variables on the right hand side.
However, these terms must be used as continuations only; general unification is not possible. If we
would like to use general unification as well, we have to extend the system’s unification algorithm.
Using meta-structures [Neu90b], such could be done.

6.5.4 λ-Prolog

The logic programming language, λ-Prolog [NM88], extends Prolog by polymorphic typing, higher-
order programming (via quantification over predicates), λ-term as data structures, unification of
simply typed lambda-terms (higher-order unification), and several other features. The general
higher-order unification algorithm is rather complex in addition to the fact that the unification
problem is semi-decidable. Existing implementations are implementing only some part of Huet’s
unification algorithm. The representation of terms with λ-terms may reduce the space and time
complexity of programs considerably [BR91]. The major difference is that the equations we in-
troduced are always trivially decidable, while in λ-Prolog one has to be aware of the internal
implementation since in difficult cases of unification, unification is simply delayed for further in-
stantiations. Furthermore, we are able to map continuations to syntactic unification yielding a
very fast implementation that does not interfere with the machine’s internals.

6.5.5 Prolog-optimizations on WAM-level

The only way iteration can be expressed in Prolog is by recursion. There are many tail recursive
thus iterative schemes of Prolog-programs. This has motivated work on optimizations on the le-
vel of the underlying Prolog machine. Micha Meier identifies in [Mei91] such cases of recursive
programs. His approach concentrates on optimizations on the WAM-level. Furthermore, he con-
siders the classical WAM which has an additional data area for AND-continuations (called the
environment stack). The reuse of complete environments of same size, single values stored already
in environments, delayed environments, and choice-points that are no longer needed is considered.
Cases are identified, where destructive assignments are possible in environments. To be safe in
general, a global analysis of the program is needed. Concerning the reuse of deallocated environ-
ments, he speculates: ... however, this might be easier done using source transformations, e.g.,
partially evaluating the last call. [...] The tail call has to be recursive. If a recursion is indirect,
partial evaluation can be used to convert it into a direct one.

The work concentrates on the reuse of memory areas located on stacks. Our work concentrates
on propagating the lifetime of registers by separating arguments from their proper continuation.
As we have shown the claim — that indirect recursion can be converted into direct recursion — is
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true, however, not by classical partial evaluation but by EBC-transformations. Concentrating only
on registers and not on addressable memory objects where pointers representing shared variables
as well as trail entries may cause dangling references for destructive updates has also the advantage
that we do not need to consider determinism for preserving the correctness of EBC-transformations.
Our optimization is completely independent of whether the predicates are deterministic or not.
Even more, we are able to optimize choice points in passing: Every accumulator pair in the
arguments is reduced to a single argument.

Another low-level approach. By using a value trail in an environment based implementation,
we could also reduce the size of the environments by different means. The lifetime of variables is
analyzed and variables that have disjoint lifetimes are allocated in the same place of the environ-
ment. Furthermore, aliasing must not take place. In this case, we would need only two cells in the
environment. Overwriting has to be performed by trailing: If a choice point has been created, the
old value of the overwritten cell has to be written onto the trail. Therefore, the value is copied on
the trail occupying twice the space as it would have needed within the environment.

p(
X0︷ ︸︸ ︷

X0, X)← q(X0,

X1︷ ︸︸ ︷
X1), r(X1,

X2︷ ︸︸ ︷
X2), s(X2, X).

︸ ︷︷ ︸
X

6.5.6 Lexical scoping in functional and procedural languages

Equality based continuation transformations are able to optimize predicates that use some global
state. They are able to optimize the propagation of constant arguments (also called context
parameters). Here the technique closely resembles to compilation techniques proposed for lexically
scoped functional and procedural languages. In both languages (e.g., some functional language or
PASCAL), an implementation has to cope with the fact that a function or procedure may have
free variables (i.e., variables that are not declared in the innermost scope) that refer to an external
scope. Unless these variables are removed in some way, an environment-based implementation has
to maintain linked environments, known in procedural languages as displays and more general as
windows. Procedural languages are mostly using the relatively simple display techniques, because
the usage of function parameters is restricted. Implementations of functional languages have to
use the more general mechanism. In some implementation the additional implementation overhead
is avoided by using supercombinators that pass the external variables directly into the function.
This technique is known as lambda lifting [Joh85].

6.5.7 Relations to attribute grammars

Attribute grammars (AG) were developed by Knuth about 1968. Attribute grammars form an
extension of context-free grammars by attaching attributes to the grammar symbols. Attribute va-
lues are defined by evaluation rules associated with the ordinary productions of a context-free gram-
mar. The evaluation rules specify how to compute some values of attributes out of other attributes
given. Since the language describes how the value of some attributes is determined, attributes are
divided into synthesized and inherited attributes. The relation of DCGs and other logic formalisms
and attribute grammars is well studied in the literature [Der83,DM85,DM88,Mal91,Rie91,RL88].
The additional arguments a nonterminal in a DCG can have correspond to the attributes in attri-
bute grammars.

There are also some differences: Attribute grammars do not have the corresponding notion of
a logical variable. In many cases, notably when using context arguments and accumulator pairs,
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a DCG may degenerate to an attribute grammar if bidirectionality is not required. I.e., in the
case where a DCG is used for generating a sentence, no correspondence to an AG can be found.
DCGs employ a simple top down parsing strategy while AGs are first generating the parse tree
and are then decorating it with the help of an attribute evaluator. On the other hand, unification
of attributes may direct the parsing process in a DCG, while in AGs the parse tree is determined
before any evaluation. AGs have single directed evaluation; cycles of dependencies may appear
that cannot be resolved with primitive evaluation.

Due to the many concepts in common, also parts of the implementation strategies may be simi-
lar. Beside the evaluation strategy, implementation of AGs concentrate on the efficient implemen-
tation of attributes. Attribute evaluation is somewhat easier to implement than Prolog execution
because no backtracking is involved. Attributed structure trees are implemented straight forward
by tree nodes representing symbol instances. Since many attributes are passed around, much in
the style of Prolog programming techniques, attempts are made to globalize such attributes saving
all the space for all instances of attributes connected with one another [KS86,Kas87,Kas84]. The
basic idea is to decide whether each attribute can be implemented into a global variable or into
a stack. The choice is done by analyzing the overlappings of attribute instance lifetimes for all
possible trees. The instances of an attribute can be stored into a single variable if all their life-
times are non-overlapping, and this for any tree. Further optimizations [JP90] are using unstrict
stacks, where not only the top element can be accessed but also an element below with a fixed off-
set. With the ‘globalization’ of WAM-registers, we can simulate the implementation of attributes
whose lifetime is pairwise disjoint.



Chapter 7

Applications

In this chapter some applications of our techniques are given. After deriving the essential me-
chanism of a Prolog machine, we are presenting some programming techniques that benefit from
transformations.

7.1 Re-inventing the Vienna Abstract Machine

Program transformation cannot only help us to improve the execution time of programs, it can
also produce insights into the implementation architecture on its own behalf. Many researchers in
the area of language implementation have tried to formalize and automate their work — writing
compilers and interpreters — with the help of partial evaluation. In fact Futamura’s original work
was motivated by implementing Lisp, Ershov’s work by Algol-languages and Komorowski’s work
by Prolog. Using Prolog as an executable specification for its own implementation has been used
for various abstract Prolog machines. Bowen, Byrd and Clocksin [BBC83] were probably the first
to use this approach. Their machine, called ZIP, used symmetric read and write modes and an
intermediate list for passing arguments. The read and write mode is most easily expressed in the
specification with the help of unification.

Kursawe’s approach. In his influential paper [Kur86] Peter Kursawe explained the compilation
of the KAP (Karlsruhe Prolog Machine) which is a very close relative to the WAM (Warren
Abstract Machine). Kursawe identified the required instruction set of the WAM by considering
the residual programs obtained by partial evaluation. Compilation is then performed as follows:
Prolog’s unification is defined with a general unification predicate that uses lower level operations
— the instructions of the abstract machine (e.g., assignment to a free variable, access to arguments
of structures etc.). The clauses are normalized — head unifications are made explicit using the
new predicate as a replacement. With the help of partial evaluation he is able to compile a Prolog
clause into these instructions. Kursawe notes that his approach is applicable to the compilation of
any language and even better if very complex implicit operations (i.e. unification in Prolog) exist
in the language.

We have therefore tried to derive the implementation details of another Prolog Machine — the
VAM (Vienna Abstract Machine) — in a similar manner. (See Fig. 7.1 for a comparison with other
abstract machines.) In [KN90] we presented a handwritten executable specification of the VAM
and have speculated that:

Taking the translation of Prolog clauses to VAM code and a simple meta-interpreter
as input, the VAM could probably be derived automatically by partial evaluation
(deduction)—being in the style of [Kur86].

56
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Machine Operands Decoding Implicit control trans- instruct.
yr. Head Goal operands fer position removal

PLM 77 2 1 h [g] none prefix n
ZIP 83 1 1 g, h arg-stack postfix y
WAM 83 2 2 g, h none postfix y
VAM2P 86 1 1 h+g none prefix n
VAM1P 86 0 2 g none prefix y

Figure 7.1: Comparison of instruction formats

However, it turned out that partial evaluation is too weak to tackle with our machine.
In the sequel we explain the essentials of the VAM and present then the derivation of the

difficult parts of the VAM that cannot be derived with the usual transformation techniques. With
the help of partially static goals and EBC-transformation we are able to transform the general
meta-interpreter into the executable specification. We will first present an abstract machine for
restricted clauses. The full description of the abstract machine and its implementation can be found
in [KN90]. Initially, we restrict clauses to those containing no variables at all. While this is not a
realistic subset of Prolog for practical applications, it serves to clarify the fundamental differences
between WAM and VAM. The introduction of variables pose no problems for the derivation method.

7.1.1 Representation of clauses

The representation of clauses in VAM intermediate code is very close to their syntactic represen-
tation. In Fig. 7.2 the complete (bijective) mapping between ground clauses and VAM code is
defined by a DCG. By and large, terms are translated to a flat prefix code. In a clause, three
different kinds of code are used:

control codes, (c-Any) are used to embrace goals. A goal starts with c-goal 〈p〉 and either ends
with c-call if another goal is thereafter or ends with c-lastcall if it is the last goal in a clause.
If the clause is a fact, we have no goal at all denoted by c-nogoal.

head codes, (h-Any) are used to encode terms in the arguments of a clause’s head. The arguments
are translated into flat prefix code.

goal codes, (g-Any) encode terms in goals. The structure is the same as for head codes.

VAM instructions differ fundamentally from WAM instructions. They can be understood only
by their combination at runtime. The real instruction set of VAM is the set of all valid combinations
of instructions. Taking the translation of Prolog clauses to VAM code and a simple meta-interpreter
as input, the VAM could probably be derived automatically by partial evaluation (deduction)—
being in the style of [Kur86]. However, the abstract interpreter as well as the complete VAM was
designed by hand.

In Fig. 7.3 an abstract interpreter for VAM code is given. The specification describes the process
of unification and (determinate) control in detail, but—similar to [BBC83]—it does not explicitly
cover backtracking aspects. A program to be interpreted is represented by the vam clause/1 facts.
A fact vam clause([PredName|Cs]) consists of the predicate name and the VAM code translated
in Fig. 7.2. If a predicate consists of several clauses the goal ...,vam clause([NextPred|NHs]),...
will yield several solutions. Backtracking is therefore implicit in the specification. For further
discussions of nondeterminism in the VAM refer to [KN90].
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clause(Head,Goals) −→
head(Head),
body(Goals).

body(true) −→
[c-nogoal].

body((Goal,Goals)) −→
goallist((Goal,Goals)).

goallist(true) −→
[c-lastcall].

goallist((Goal,Goals)) −→
goal(Goal),
[c-call],
goallist(Goals).

head(struct(F/N,L)) −→
[F/N],
argumentlist(h,L).

goal(struct(F/N,L)) −→
[c-goal,F/N],
argumentlist(g,L).

argument(X,struct(Const/0,[])) −→
[X-const,Const].

argument(X,struct(F/N,[A|As])) −→
[X-struct,F/N],
argumentlist(X,[A|As]).

argumentlist( X,[]) −→
[].

argumentlist(X,[E|Es]) −→
argument(X,E),
argumentlist(X,Es).

Figure 7.2: Clause representation in VAM for ground clauses

The procedural behavior of VAM is described by the proof tree of the logic program. First a
query is translated like the body of a clause, then the corresponding predicate is fetched and the
interpreter is finally called. The interpreter consists of a (tail recursive) predicate vam prove/3
which holds the interpreter state consisting of: the list of remaining head codes, the list of remaining
goal codes and a continuation stack for nested calls. The process of proving a goal consists of two
major steps corresponding to the different kinds of codes (Ch. 7.1.1): unification and resolution.
By consequence an iteration in the interpreter vam prove/3 (a recursive call) can be performed in
two ways, either via unification/3 or resolution/5 respectively1. The state transitions are specified
by facts in order to emphasize which states are changed. Before trying to prove these facts,
the interpreter takes the first elements of both lists (head and goal code) and combines them
(symbolized by the functor +/2) in order to pass them to the facts. The effective instructions
HeadCode+GoalCode are derived by generating all valid combinations of head and goal codes.

unification(Instruction,DifflistHead,DifflistGoal) An attempt is made to unify corresponding argu-
ments of head and goal; the remaining codes are passed back to the predicate vam prove/3.
Combinations such as h-struct+g-const are not stated, they simply fail. Note that unifica-
tion/3 changes only the two code lists. An observation evident from the specification is that
arbitrarily nested structures which occur both in the head and in the goal neither need a so
called push down stack nor a counter to unify their arguments since the functors F/A do not
insert their arity into vam prove/3’s state.

resolution(Instruction,HeadCode,DifflistGoal,DifflistStack,NextPred) A clause of NextPred is selec-
ted by the interpreter (see goal vam clause/1). If a fact in the head was proved and if the
body contains another subgoal (c-nogoal+c-call), the new goal is selected. The stack is not
affected at all. If the head unifies and the goal was the last in the caller’s clause (c-goal+c-
lastcall), the head code will become the new goal code. Again, the stack is not altered
(last-call optimization). If the head unifies and there is another goal in the caller’s clause
(c-goal+c-call), then the continuation is pushed onto the stack, the head code becomes the
new goal code and the interpreter switches to the new clause’s head. The stack needs to be
popped if a fact unifies, and if the goal is the last in the caller’s clause (c-nogoal+c-lastcall).

1Note that there is exactly one or no match for a correct goal vam prove/3
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% unification/3: The unification instructions
% unification(Head+Goal, HeadsIn-HeadsOut, GoalsIn-GoalsOut)

unification((h-const)+(g-const), [Const|Hs]-Hs, [Const|Gs]-Gs).
unification((h-struct)+(g-struct), [F/A|Hs]-Hs, [F/A|Gs]-Gs).

% resolution/5: Goal selection
% resolution(Head+Goal, Heads, GoalsIn-GoalsOut, StackIn-StackOut, NextPred)

resolution((c-nogoal)+(c-call), [], [c-goal,F/A|Gs]-Gs, St-St, F/A).
resolution((c-goal)+(c-lastcall), [F/A|Hs], []-Hs, St-St, F/A).
resolution((c-goal)+(c-call), [F/A|Hs], Gs-Hs, St-[Gs|St], F/A).
resolution((c-nogoal)+(c-lastcall), [], []-Gs, [[c-goal,F/A|Gs]|St]-St, F/A).

% vam prove/3: Abstract interpreter
% vam prove(HeadList,GoalList,Stack)

vam prove([c-nogoal],[c-lastcall],[]).
vam prove([H|Hs],[G|Gs],St) ←

unification(H+G,Hs-NHs,Gs-NGs),
vam prove(NHs,NGs,St).

vam prove([H|Hs],[G|Gs],St) ←
resolution(H+G,Hs,Gs-NGs,St-NSt,NextPred),
vam clause([NextPred|NHs]),
vam prove(NHs,NGs,NSt).

query(Query) ←
parse(body(Query),[c-goal,F/A|GoalCode]),
vam clause([F/A|HeadCode]),
vam prove(HeadCode,GoalCode,[]).

Figure 7.3: An abstract interpreter for VAM

Execution proceeds with the popped continuation. If the stack is empty, the interpreter halts
successfully.

7.1.2 A derivation of the difficult parts of the VAM

At first sight, it may seem that the resolution part is more difficult to derive than the unification
part, since more complex operations are involved. However, the opposite was true. The resolution
part is merely another encoding of the typical iteration of a Prolog meta-interpreter with a linear
body. The unification part differs radically from the ordinary unification algorithm: While general
unification even of ground terms must use an algorithm that requires additional space that depends
on the terms’ sizes (usually a recursive definition, or an equation solver [MM82] is used), the
unification part in VAM (for ground terms) requires constant space – it is therefore independent
of the terms’ sizes. The reason for the disappearance of the recursive definition lies in the flat
representation of the terms in head and body. Furthermore, the interpreter relies on the well-
formedness of these codes.

To simplify our presentation, we will use the predicates term vam/2 for mapping a general term
to VAM-code, term term/2 for the unification definition, and vam vam/2 for defining unification
between VAM-terms which is defined in terms of term vam/2 and term term.
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is term(const).
is term(struct(A,B)) ←

is term(A),
is term(B).

term vam(T,Vs) ←
term vam(T,Vs,[]).

term vam(const,[const|Vs],Vs).
term vam(struct(A,B),[struct|Vs0],Vs) ←

term vam(A,Vs0,Vs1),
term vam(B,Vs1,Vs).

term term(const,const).
term term(struct(AL,BL),struct(AR,BR)) ←

term term(AL,AR),
term term(BL,BR).

vam vam(Vs,Ws) ←
term vam(TV,Vs),
term vam(TW,Ws),
term term(TV,TW).

All predicates working on the list representation contain unnecessary variables, while the parts
using the usual term representation do not. With the usual fold/unfold-techniques we are able
to specialize vam vam/2 by removing the unnecessary variables TV and TW. In order to ensure
procedural equivalence, we have to assume already that both lists are of fixed size.

vam vam([const|Vs],Vs,[const|Ws],Ws).
vam vam([struct|Vs0],Vs,[struct|Ws0],Ws) ←

vam vam(Vs0,Vs1,Ws0,Ws1),
vam vam(Vs1,Vs,Ws1,Ws).

The resulting definition works already without the intermediate variables representing the terms
as trees. However, we have obtained new unnecessary variables for both lists. These variables
cannot be removed within the classical framework. Indeed, the double recursion is not completely
redundant: Our definition still requires that the well formedness of the two lists is still checked. In
order to proceed further, we have to use partially static goals that ensure the well-formedness of
both lists. The VAM-code was generated with the ‘compiler’ term vam/2. We reuse this knowledge
for specialization in is vam/1. I.e., there exists a term T which can be mapped onto the list Vs.
Note that a static goal like !is vam(Vs) cannot be expressed in any formalism given in the literature
of partial evaluation. Binarizing the predicate and using EBC-transformation a simplified version
of is vam/1 is obtained.

is vam(Vs) ←
term vam( T,Vs).

is vam([const|Vs],Vs).
is vam([struct|Vs0],Vs) ←

is vam(Vs0,Vs1),
is vam(Vs1,Vs).

is vam([const],true).
is vam([const|Vs],s(Cont)) ←

is vam(Vs,Cont).
is vam([struct|Vs],Cont) ←

is vam(Vs,s(Cont)).

The continuation argument is reduced to a simple ‘counter’. EBC-transformation is also able to
reduce the double recursion of the unification algorithm for VAM-code to a simple counter.

vam vam([const],[const],true).
vam vam([const|Vs],[const|Ws],s(Cont)) ←

vam vam(Vs,Ws,Cont).
vam vam([struct|Vs],[struct|Ws],Cont) ←

vam vam(Vs,Ws,s(Cont)).

The remaining problem consists now in specializing the following predicate vam vam r/2.

vam vam r(Vs,Ws) ←
!is vam(Vs,true),
!is vam(Ws,true),
vam vam(Vs,Ws,true).

By definition, the following predicate is defined which makes the continuations more explicit:
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vam vam r(Vs,Ws,C) ←
!is vam(Vs,C),
!is vam(Ws,C),
vam vam(Vs,Ws,C).

Unfolding and folding back again yields the original predicate vam vam/3. Since it was possible to
map the continuations of all three predicates into a single continuation, we define a new predicate
that does not take the continuation of vam vam/3 into account:

vam vam s(Vs,Ws,C) ←
!is vam(Vs,C),
!is vam(Ws,C),
vam vam(Vs,Ws, ).

vam vam s(Vs,Ws,C) ←
!is vam(Vs,C),
!is vam(Ws,C),
vam vam s(Vs,Ws).

vam vam s([],[]).
vam vam s([const|Vs],[const|Ws]) ←

vam vam s(Vs,Ws).
vam vam s([struct|Vs],[struct|Ws]) ←

vam vam s(Vs,Ws).

Again, we are able to derive the same predicate vam vam/3. Therefore, unification of the simplified
Vienna Abstract Machine code can be implemented with the predicate vam vam s/2.

To summarize our strategy, the following operations were necessary:

• Unification of VAM-code was defined by mapping VAM-code to terms for which a unification
algorithm was already given.

• The recursive predicates working exclusively on VAM-code (is vam/1 and vam vam/2) were
mapped into tail recursive predicates using the EBC-transformation.

• A new unification predicate that is specialized to the case when both arguments are syntac-
tically valid VAM-code was defined. The restriction was only expressible with the help of
partially static goals.

• Another predicate was defined which generalized the continuation of the goal vam vam/2. It
was possible to show that this predicate is equivalent to the inefficient unification procedure
vam vam/2. This was possible because the partially static goals were unfolded and static
unifications can be converted into dynamic unifications.

7.2 DCGs with error handling

The usual DCG formalism is incapable of handling errors. In case of an error the grammar simply
fails giving no clue to where the error occurred. The parsing of incorrect sentences is also of
interest for natural language parsers ([Ber91] pages 178-186). Current proposals for error-handling
in parsers for formal languages, e.g., the system PROFIT [Paa91], restrict DCGs to deterministic
cases. Error handling is performed in the traditional style using a panic mode. While DCGs
might become a replacement for traditional parser generators in this way, the concessions made
to obtain efficiency are rather high. In existing parsers written in Prolog, a similar panic-mode is
often used. If an error is encountered, the error message is stored into the database. Since the
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parsing process might be non-deterministic, the error messages in the database are only valid if
the parsing process did finally fail. After an error has been stored in the database, the parser
may recover by backtracking to an earlier point yielding a successful parse. The database may
therefore contain invalid error messages. These error messages have to be removed from the
database. There are several drawbacks using this technique: First, side effects are used to describe
the errors encountered, making a program less declarative and more dependable on the actual
execution strategy. Second, ambiguous grammars are very tricky to handle. If there was already
a successful parse, we are only interested in further parses without errors. Third, syntactic error
messages occur often long after the location of the actual error. This is especially true in languages
which use abundantly parentheses for different purposes or overload many tokens (especially C
and Prolog). For traditional well engineered languages as Modula, traditional error recovery yields
more accurate results because the grammars distinguish several layers in programs that are already
distinguishable at the token level. E.g., semi-colons are used only to delimit statements within a
statement sequence. The corresponding ‘parentheses’ on the outer levels are represented with
unique keywords. Current Prolog parsers yield only very terse error messages which do not help a
lot. Especially beginners have considerable problems with error messages that are not precise. In
a Prolog course, we experienced that more than 50% of the error messages (produced by SICStus
Prolog 2.1) occurred at the end of a Prolog term, far away from the actual error.

We will discuss another way of parsing terms in Prolog which does not need the database for
storing possibly invalid error messages and yields more accurate error messages. The idea is to add
another difference list to the DCG that passes the sequence of encountered error messages further
on. Parsing now consists in either trying to find the parses without error which is the usual case.
If no successful parse can be encountered, we are searching for the ‘best’ explanation of the error
which is, e.g., the smallest sequence of error messages.

A simple way to use the grammar is to generate all possible lists to store the error messages
starting with the smallest sequence. Since the number of errors in programs is usually very small, it
will be equally sufficient to parse the program text with some small numbers of errors that may oc-
cur. Otherwise, i.e., if there are too many errors in a text, the text is parsed with an unconstrained
error list. A single cut is necessary in contrast to the usage of the database predicates.

parse text(Text,Errors) ←
( length(MaxErrors,max errors),

append(Errors, ,MaxErrors)
; true
),
phrase errors(program,Text,[],Errors,[]),
!.

Error messages have to be encoded explicitly. I.e., for every desirable error message a new
grammar rule has to be introduced. The grammar rules have now to be rewritten to take the new
error classes into account. In such an approach, we are able to encode the ‘most common’ errors
with ease.

7.3 Taming left recursion

DCGs are executed in a recursive descent mode. Left recursions can therefore not be handled
directly. Usually grammars are rewritten to overcome such problems. The classical compiler
construction techniques can be applied. The construction of the Abstract Syntax Tree is mostly
complicated by such an approach. Another alternative is to change the resolution strategy to, e.g.,
OLD [TS86]. We are proposing yet another strategy to deal with left recursions in DCGs. In
addition to the usual ‘state’ — the sequence of tokens still to be read, represented by a difference
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cps dcg([],Is,Is,Es,Es).
cps dcg([L|Gs],Is0,Is,Es0,Es) ←

list difflist(L,Is0,Is1),
cps dcg(Gs,Is1,Is,Es0,Es).

cps dcg([Goal|Gs],Is0,Is,Es0,Es) ←
call(Goal),
cps dcg(Gs,Is0,Is,Es0,Es).

cps dcg([error(E)|Gs],Is0,Is,[E-Is0|Es0],Es) ←
cps dcg(Gs,Is0,Is,Es0,Es).

cps dcg([g(G)|Gs],Is0,Is,Es0,Es) ←
cps dcg clause(G,Gs0,Gs),
cps dcg(Gs0,Is0,Is,Es0,Es).

Figure 7.4: A DCG-interpreter with error messages

cps dcg bin([],Is,Is,Es,Es,Cont) ←
$demo(Cont).

cps dcg bin([L|Gs],Is0,Is,Es0,Es,Cont) ←
list difflist(L,Is0,Is1,cps dcg bin(Gs,Is1,Is,Es0,Es,Cont)).

cps dcg bin([Goal|Gs],Is0,Is,Es0,Es,Cont) ←
call(Goal,cps dcg bin(Gs,Is0,Is,Es0,Es,Cont)).

cps dcg bin([error(E)|Gs],Is0,Is,[E-Is0|Es0],Es,Cont) ←
cps dcg bin(Gs,Is0,Is,Es0,Es,Cont).

cps dcg bin([g(G)|Gs],Is0,Is,Es0,Es,Cont) ←
cps dcg bin clause(G,Gs0,Gs,cps dcg bin(Gs0,Is0,Is,Es0,Es),Cont).

Figure 7.5: A binary DCG-interpreter with error messages

list — we add another state for the number of tokens that can be used by newly encountered
nonterminals. The number of tokens that will be read by the terminals within a single rule are
therefore reserved in advance.

In the grammar in Fig. 7.6, expressions are represented in an ambiguous way. The grammar
cannot be used to parse a given sequence of tokens if the AST is unknown, because the second
rule of a//1 contains as its first entry a nonterminal that depends on a//1 — in this case a direct
recursion. Nonetheless, given a finite sequence, finitely many solutions are contained in the SLD-
tree. The solutions are only ‘overshadowed’ by an infinite failure branch. Every inference that goes
through left recursion does not reduce the size of the token sequence. But the number of tokens
left over for new nonterminals is reduced by one for every inference. The infinite failure branch
can therefore be pruned after the numbers of tokens left over for new non-terminals is exhausted.
The number of tokens left over for new recursions can be most simply represented by the list to be
parsed. When encountering a new rule, the number of tokens contained in that rule is subtracted
from the given sequence (Fig. 7.7). It is possible to reduce the number of useless inferences even
more by left-propagation of statically known data (Fig. 7.8).

a(number(N)) −→
[number(N)].

a(A+B) −→
a(A),
[+],
a(B).

dcg a(number(N),[number(N)|L],L).
dcg a(A+B,L0,L) ←

dcg a(A,L0,L1),
L1 = [+|L2],
dcg a(B,L2,L).

Figure 7.6: An ambiguous grammar with nonterminating left recursion
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dcgl b(T,L) ←
dcgl bi(T,L,[],L,[]).

dcgl bi(number(N),[number(N)|L],L,[ |W],W).
dcgl bi(A+B,L0,L,[ |W0],W) ←

dcgl bi(A,L0,L1,W0,W1),
L1 = [+|L2],
dcgl bi(B,L2,L,W1,W).

?- dcgl b(T,[number(1),+,number(2),+,number(3)]).

Figure 7.7: Terminating left recursive parsing

dcgl c(T,L0,L) ←
L0 = [ |L1],
dcgl ci(T,L0,L,L1,L).

dcgl ci(number(N),[number(N)|L],L,W,W).
dcgl ci(A+B,L0,L,[ , |W0],W) ←

dcgl ci(A,L0,L1,W0,W1),
L1 = [+|L2],
dcgl ci(B,L2,L,W1,W).

Figure 7.8: Optimized terminating left recursive parsing

7.4 Improving occur-check

In [Neu92], we have proposed an improved execution model for Prolog with occur-check. It is
current practice that Prolog systems omit the occur-check. The standard arguments against the
occur-check are efficiency reasons. We have experienced that unification with occur-check [Rob71]
does not contribute a lot to the executability of logic descriptions. The reason is that most

dcgl d(T,L0,L,Cont) ←
L0 = [ |L1],
dcgl di(T,L0,L,L1,L,Cont).

dcgl di(number(N),[number(N)|L],L,W,W,Cont) ←
$demo(Cont).

dcgl di(A+B,L0,L,[ , |W0],W,Cont) ←
dcgl di(A,L0,L1,W0,W1,=(L1,[+|L2],dcgl di(B,L2,L,W1,W,Cont))).

dcgl e(T,L0,L,Cont) ←
L0 = [ |L1],
dcgl ei(T,L0,L1,dcgl e true(L,Cont)).

dcgl ei(number(N),[number(N)|L],W,LWCont) ←
dcgl ei demo(LWCont,L,W).

dcgl ei(A+B,L0,[ , |W0],LWCont) ←
dcgl ei(A,L0,W0,’C’(+,dcgl ei(B,LWCont))).

dcgl ei demo(dcgl e true(L,LWCont),L,L) ←
$demo(LWCont).

dcgl ei demo(’C’(+,LWCont),[+|L],W) ←
dcgl ei demo(LWCont,L,W).

dcgl ei demo(dcgl ei(B,LWCont),L,W) ←
dcgl ei(B,L,W,LWCont).

Figure 7.9: Binary verions without and with EBC-transformation applied
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programs which need occur-checks fail to provide useful solutions because they end up in infinite
failure branches. Although they will not yield an unsound solution, this behavior is not very
satisfactory from a programmer’s point of view. We believe that this may be another reason why
the occur-check is not considered important by Prolog implementors. As has been noted by [Llo87],
the occur-check is most vital to the correct implementation of difference list programs. Prolog’s
powerful notation of difference lists and similar techniques cannot be used to their full extent due
to the lack of a reasonable implementation of the occur-check: In most cases, the programmer has
to assume tacitly that the original list is complete. The possibility to deal with unknown data
is therefore rather restricted. What a programmer would like to have are well-founded difference
lists: If the length of the difference is known, we want to reason about difference lists in the same
convenient way [Plü91] as we are used to reason about ordinary lists with fixed length. It should
be possible to write a structurally similar program with general difference lists that behaves in the
same way as its restricted counterpart.

Pitfalls of the occur-check. A case where the occur-check leads to an infinite failure branch
is discussed. Consider the following simple recursive predicate. Note that suffixd/2 is the same
as suffix/2 in [SS86] but with arguments exchanged in order to outline that the arguments form a
difference list L0-L.

suffixd(L,L).
suffixd([ |L0],L) ←

suffixd(L0,L).

Since in the fact suffixd(L,L) a variable occurs twice the occur-check may fail. The second clause
will never fail because of an occur-check since all variables in the head are distinct. Queries to
suffixd/2 where the occur-check causes the first clause to fail will therefore construct an infinite
failure branch. E.g, the query ← suffixd(L,L) succeeds once and ends in an infinite failure branch
on backtracking, trying to resolve at the (n + 1)-st step suffixd(L,[V 1, ..., V n|L]) and trying to
produce the infinite term [(V 1, ..., V n)*]. Note that also infinite trees [Col84] do not help: The
system would yield an infinite number of unsound solutions. On backtracking, termination is again
a problem. Failing completely cannot be a solution, because there may be further correct solutions
although the occur-check failed: The query ← suffixd([a|L],L) will at first attempt to unify [a|L]
= L; so the occur-check will fail, but will find thereafter the identity substitution, which is the
only correct answer. Again, the predicate will fall into an infinite failure branch since the second
clause is always applicable. We now identify the cases in which our example predicate has to fail
completely: If the first argument is a variable and the second argument is structured and contains
the first one, there is no possibility to remove the occurrence of the first argument within the second
via forward recursion: Starting from ← suffixd(L,[a|L]), the next resolution step will yield a new
subgoal ← suffixd(L1,[a, |L1]). Here L has been substituted: L = [ |L1]. Note that in our example
this is the only case where our program goes into an infinite loop although sufficient information
is provided to fail safely.

A difference list is a term (or argument pair) of the form Xs-Ys denoting the difference between
the longer list Xs and the shorter list Ys. Since difference lists are a pure syntactic convention
in Prolog, there are also terms that do not describe a difference list, e.g.: []-[1]. The implicit
restriction on correctly used difference list Xs-Ys is that Xs must not occur in Ys, and if ground,
Ys must occur in Xs. While an incorrect difference list which consists of a pair of rigid terms
[Plü91] poses no problem — a failure will occur anyway — open lists may show up the problem
discussed. Since we are interested in performing the occur-checks as early as possible, we use the
domain of subterm relations for abstract interpretation.

s ¿ t iff t = f(t1, . . . , tn) and for some ti : s = ti or s ¿ ti
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With the help of this analysis we were able to obtain a new and improved version of the pre-
dicate. In the following we use unify/2 —unification with occur-check— and the predicate oc-
curs check(Term,Var) which succeeds if Var is a variable and does not occur in Term2.

suffixd(L0,L) ←
var(L0),
nonvar(L),
6` occurs check(L,L0),
!,
fail.

suffixd(L0,L) ←
L0 == L,
!.

suffixd(L0,L) ←
unify(L0,L).

suffixd([ |L0],L) ←
suffixd(L0,L).

This example shows that our technique is applicable to general recursive predicates often used in
DCGs. The following predicate constructs a flattened binary tree in prefix notation. Note that
delaying the annotation cannot be performed directly. We have to introduce another argument
to propagate the “bottom list”. This predicate handles incomplete data structures safely, e.g.: ←
tlist([...|L],L) will produce the same answers as ← tlist([...],[]), the usual constrained way of using
difference lists. E.g. ← tlist([A,B,C|L],L) yields correctly solution A = t, B = a, C = a (and fails
thereafter), while a system with infinite trees [Col84] will come up with the unsound solution A =
a, B = ,C = , [..inf..], produces then the correct one and continues with infinitely many unsound
solutions.

tlist([a|L0], L,X) ←
var(L0),
nonvar(X),
6` occurs check(X,L0),
!,
fail.

tlist([a|L0],L, ) ←
unify(L0,L).

tlist([t|L0],L,X) ←
tlist(L0,L1,X),
tlist(L1,L,X).

The implementation we have proposed has to carry an additional argument through the gram-
mar. In fact, this argument is a context argument. It can be easily moved into the registers. The
second argument is not used at all. The program transformed with EBC-transformations will the-
refore be comparable to the usual implementation: Two arguments are used, however no argument
is written onto the continuation. The only overheads that must be removed with other means
are the lack of indexing or a similar mechanism that could combine the occur-check, pruning and
general unification. Such improvements, however, are out of our current scope.

2A public domain implementation METUTL.PL exists; created by R.A.O’Keefe
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is term(var(Nr)) ←
integer(Nr).

is term(struct(F/N,Args)) ←
atom(F),
integer(N),
is term list(Args).

is term list([]).
is term list([T|Ts]) ←

is term(T),
is term list(Ts).

is ground term(struct(F,Args)) ←
atom(F),
is ground term list(Args).

is ground term list([]).
is ground term list([T|Ts]) ←

is ground term(T),
is ground term list(Ts).

is substitution([]).
is substitution([var( ) = T|S]) ←

is term(T),
is substitution(S).

Figure 7.10: Ground term representation

[ST89,Ued86,Ued87]

Converting CPS back to direct style. Danvy presents in [Dan92] a transformation back to programs
without explicit use of continuations. Direct style may be more desirable as a readable version of a residual. The
mechanism of continuation passing enforces a sequential left-to-right execution of the (AND-)continuations. Note that
OR-continuations are still open to parallelization. The transformation of a continuation passing program back to
direct style may simplify AND-parallel implementations.

[?] If (interesting) self-applicability is desired, we probably have to represent variables directly via object variables
since one of the criteria for self applicability is that L mixt [sint,p] = p. So any program treated by the meta-
interpreter should be mapped to the same program. The partial evaluator has to ‘understand’ the structure of the
meta-interpreter.

In [WG91] Waal and Gallagher present a specialization of a general unification algorithm that works on a ground
representation. We use this example to illustrate the expressiveness and simplicity of our approach. While the
mentioned paper needs to resort to the techniques of abstract interpretation, we are able to remain in a framework
based on fold/unfold techniques only.

[LS87]
They do not preserve the procedural semantics of [LS91b].
We will use the same representation for terms (Fig. 7.10) as given by them.
The example where [WG91] justify the application of abstract interpretation will be taken in order to show that

static partial goals can accomplish the same result in a much simpler framework.
The goal to be specialized is formulated as ←Unify(x,y,s,s1), Ground(x), Ground(y) The goals Ground(x),

Ground(y) are viewed as constraints in the partial evaluation of Unify/4. It is not evident what constraints are /??

in this context. The extended algorithm presented in [WG91] is capable of removing infinite failures. As they say in
the conclusion: Further work to give more precise results [about strong equivalence], with proofs, is to be done. We
prefer to formulate the predicate to be specialized ‘the other way round’. Our specialization only applies to such goals
where there are already proof trees for the goals Ground(x), Ground(y). Strong equivalence is therefore not guaranteed
for the original predicate. But in the following case strong equivalence can be guaranteed. I.e., unify if ground/4 will
be always equivalent to unify if ground specialized/4.
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unify(TA,TB,S) ←
unify(TA,TB,[],S).

unify(TA,TB,S0,S) ←
deref(TA,NTA,S0),
deref(TB,NTB,S0),
unify derefed(NTA,NTB,S0,S).

unify derefed(var(V),var(V),S,S).
unify derefed(var(VA),var(VB),S,[var(VA) = var(VB)|S]) ←

dif(VA,VB).
unify derefed(struct(F,ArgsA),struct(F,ArgsB),S0,S) ←

unify list(ArgsA,ArgsB,S0,S).
unify derefed(TA,TB,S0,S) ←

unify and bind(TA,TB,S0,S).
unify derefed(TA,TB,S0,S) ←

unify and bind(TB,TA,S0,S).

unify list([],[],S,S).
unify list([TA|TAs],[TB|TBs],S0,S) ←

unify(TA,TB,S0,S1),
unify list(TAs,TBs,S1,S).

Figure 7.11: Unification of ground terms, Part I

unify and bind(var(VA),struct(FB,ArgsB),S,[var(VA) = struct(FB,ArgsB)|S]) ←
6` occurs in list(var(VA),ArgsB,S).

occurs in list(var(V),Ts,S) ←
member(T,Ts),
deref(T,NT),
occurs in term(var(V),NT,S).

occurs in term(var(VA),var(VA), ).
occurs in term(var(VA),struct( ,Args),S) ←

occurs in list(var(VA),Args,S).

deref(struct(F,Args),struct(F,Args), ).
deref(var(V),NT,S) ←

dif(var(V),T),
member(var(V) = T,S),
deref(T,NT,S).

deref(var(V),var(V),S) ←
6` ( dif(var(V),T),

member(var(V) = T,S)
).

Figure 7.12: Unification of ground terms, Part II

unify if ground(A,B,S0,S) ←
is ground(A),
is ground(B),
unify(A,B,S0,S).

unify if ground specialized(A,B,S0,S) ←
is ground(A),
is ground(B),
unify specialized(A,B,S0,S).

The scope of applicability of our specialization is therefore restricted to these and similar cases. If we are able to
prove by fold/unfold that the unification predicate unify/4 will always terminate and if we could prove as well that
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is ground(T) terminates always (which is trivial if !is term(T) is known), we could be even able to obtain the same
result for a predicate with goals exchanged.

unify then ground(A,B,S0,S) ←
unify(A,B,S0,S),
is ground(A),
is ground(B).

We are now giving the definition for our specialization:

unify ground(A,B,S0,S) ←
!is ground(A),
!is ground(B),
unify(A,B,S0,S).

The resulting predicate is definitely simpler than the original algorithm.
Note that we were happily able to match essentially the same patterns of recursion: Both predicates unify/4 and

is ground/1 contain a linear recursion over the argument lists, and another going down the subterms. There are no
evil dependencies between these recursions. Except for the binding environment, which was in our case of no interest,
since the transformation was driven by the simpler static goal !is ground/1 and not by the more complex predicate
unify/4 which uses an accumulator represented by S0,S. If that pattern would not have been the same, the simple
fold/unfold-techniques we applied would not have been applicable!

Type analysis versus the propagation of static partial goals.
During execution of Prolog programs clause-indexing is an optimization to reduce the number of selected alternative

clauses, when a goal is first selected. Many, especially tail recursive programs can be executed with clause-indexing
similar to a functional program. Usually clause indexing is restricted to a limited number of arguments, in order to
limit the size of the unification code.

Gallagher and Bruynooghe [GB90] have proposed to apply clause indexing statically. /eher weg

Still there are cases not covered by [Plü91]. The following example contains insufficient information to give a
termination proof. In our framework termination is immediately evident.

The predicate is working on a possibly open difference list. Still, termination is always guaranteed, because a
double occurrence of is vam/2 can be reduced via fold/unfold to a single one.

In most practical programs the terms propagated are rigid terms. Therefore the techniques of Plümer are appli-
cable. But ensuring that all terms of interest are rigid, requires a costly global analysis of the program. Using static
goals we are able to show termination with fewer assumptions.

The domain to be propagated needs to contain the complete information.
Let us assume that the static goal !is list(L) has been propagated to the point where a dynamic goal is list(L)

occurs.

list fail(L) ←
!is list(L),
is list(L),
fail.

Using the fold/unfold-techniques introduced so far, will yield a new version.

list fail([ |L]) ←
!is list(L),
list fail(L).

Now it is evident that list fail/1 will either fail or loop infinitely.
Another way to prove failure is by defining a new predicate that contains the conjunction of the static and dynamic

goals of interest. In the new definition, the static goals are treated as dynamic goals. In our case this would be:

list list(L) ←
is list(L),
is list(L).

It is obvious that this definition can be reduced to the original definition of is list/1. In any further derivation we are
now able to remove the dynamic goal in a conjunction

. . .
!is list(L),
is list(L),
. . .
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sumlist([],N,N).
sumlist([E|Es],N0,N) ←

N1 is N0 + E,
sumlist(Es,N1,N).

tree list(nil,Es,Es).
tree list(tree(E,A,B),[E|Es0],Es) ←

tree list(A,Es0,Es1),
tree list(B,Es1,Es).

sum tree(T,N) ←
tree list(T,Ns,[]),
sumlist(Ns,0,N).

sumlistnew(Es,Es,N,N).
sumlistnew([E|Es0],Es,N0,N) ←

N1 is N0 + E,
sumlistnew(Es0,Es,N1,N).

sumlistnew(Es,Es,N,N).
sumlistnew([E|Es0],Es,N0,N) ←

N1 is N0 + E,
sumlistnew(Es0,Es1,N1,N2),
sumlistnew(Es1,Es,N2,N).

sum tree new(Tree,Es0,Es,N0,N) ←
tree list(Tree,Es0,Es),
sumlistnew(Es0,Es,N0,N).

eval(number(N),N).
eval(NA + NB, N) ←

N is NA + NB.

By folding multiple goals it is possible to merge loops in a program. The following program is taken from [PP91].
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sum size(T,S,N) ←
sumtree(T,0,S),
size(T,0,N).

sumtree(tip(E),S0,S) ←
plus(E,S0,S).

sumtree(tree(LT,E,RT),S0,S) ←
plus(E,S0,S1),
sumtree(LT,S1,S2),
sumtree(RT,S2,S).

size(tip( ),N,s(N)).
size(tree(LT, ,RT),N0,N) ←

size(LT,N0,N1),
size(RT,N1,N).

plus(A,0,A).
plus(A,s(B),s(C)) ←

plus(A,B,C).

sum size(tip(E),E,s(0)).
sum size(tree(LT,E,RT),S,N) ←

new(LT,E,S0,s(0),N0),
new(RT,S0,S,N0,N).

new(tip(E),S0,S,N,s(N)) ←
plus(S0,E,S).

new(tree(LT,E,RT),S0,S,N0,N) ←
plus(S0,E,S1),
new(LT,S1,S2,s(N0),N1),
new(RT,S2,S,N1,N).

As an alternative we may use generic predicates that operate /!!!

We are considering queried logic programs. A unique initial goal clause
goal trace OLDT-trees
OLD resolution with tabulation [TS86]. The principle is to prevent the interpreter from achieving the evaluation

of a goal that was considered previously. In the OLD tree there are two kinds of different nodes: The active nodes
that behaves as in ordinary resolution and the passive nodes (look up nodes) that looks for the solutions of a more
general active node.

Specialization of an interpreter with respect to a concrete program
Specialization of an interpreter without a concrete program
Programs are still working essentially on the same structure
Given a program in binary form, the first step consists in splitting the principal functor of the predicate and

all goals in the continuations into several nested functors. The functor f(a1 . . . an, C) is e.g., split into fextern(... All
variables have to appear again in the new atom. Note that we may duplicate variables. The same names for external
and internal functors of different predicates may be used. This indeed will help us in the following steps.

Since the head and the goals are transformed with the same transformation we may exploit this redundancy by
generalizing the continuation.

This allows us to apply stronger transformation techniques.
We should now be able to find in the continuation some functors in the continuation that share the same set of

variables.
Formally we are defining a new equality relation,since now an individual (in our case the continuation functors)

have more than one name: the original and the folded one.
Fortunately in our case of continuations we do not need to rewrite all predicates.
In usual programs the continuation is only read and written on a single level. No deeper unifications do occur in

usual predicates. Especially predicates that are the result of a preceding binarization are of this simplified form.
Goals that are not involved in our transformation will stop our register allocation. In this case, we have several

choices left. We can a) stop the complete allocation procedure, b) propagate the registers further although they are
not needed at the risk of generating poor code, c) save the registers into the continuation.

Propagation of registers (b) can only be applied, if the goal is not a recursive call. As an example, consider that
we want to parse another string within a DCG:
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a −→
[list(L)],
phrase(nt,L).

Propagation of registers can only be applied if nt//0 does not depend on a//0.
The choices of a) and c) are always savely applicable and depend solely on efficiency considerations.
It is easy to give extreme examples for any of these cases.

cps dcg([],Is,Is,Es,Es).
cps dcg([L|Gs],Is0,Is,Es0,Es) ←

list difflist(L,Is0,Is1),
cps dcg(Gs,Is1,Is,Es0,Es).

cps dcg([Goal|Gs],Is0,Is,Es0,Es) ←
call(Goal),
cps dcg(Gs,Is0,Is,Es0,Es).

cps dcg([error(E)|Gs],Is0,Is,[E-Is0|Es0],Es) ←
cps dcg(Gs,Is0,Is,Es0,Es).

cps dcg([g(G)|Gs],Is0,Is,Es0,Es) ←
cps dcg clause(G,Gs0,Gs),
cps dcg(Gs0,Is0,Is,Es0,Es).

cps dcg clause(G,Gs0,Gs) ←
decorated dcg clause(G,BodyList),
list difflist(BodyList,Gs0,Gs).

list difflist([],Xs,Xs).
list difflist([ E|Es],[ X|Xs0],Xs) ←

list difflist(Es,Xs0,Xs).

decorated dcg clause(
expr(tok(T)),

[[tok(T)]|Gs],Gs).
decorated dcg clause(

expr(tree(A,B)),
[[op],g(expr(A)),g(expr(B))|Gs],Gs).

dmi dcg21([], []).
dmi dcg21([g(expr(tok(B)))|A], [tok(B)|C]) ←

dmi dcg21(A, C).
dmi dcg21([g(expr(tree(B,C)))|A], [op|D]) ←

dmi dcg21([g(expr(B)),g(expr(C))|A], D).

H ←
p(nt,nv),
p(nt,nw),
A1,
. . . ,
An.

The introduction of metamorphosis grammars by Colmerauer in 1975 was the first step in making Prolog a higher
level grammar description tool. Definite clause grammars (DCGs) [PW80] introduced in DEC-10 Prolog are a special
case of MGs. The rules are restricted to a single nonterminal symbol on the left hand side. Since the beginning
[Col78] a DCG is directly translated directly into a Prolog program. Every DCG-rule is expanded to a Prolog rule by
associating to each nonterminal symbol the current state with a difference list. Terminals are treated like nonterminals
by introducing a nonterminal e.g., ’TERM’/3 defined as ’TERM’(T,[T|L],L).

a −→
b,
c,
d.
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a(L0,L) ←
b(L0,L1),
c(L1,L2),
d(L2,L).

Another more recent approach (suggested in e.g. [SS86,Mal87] to the implementation of DCGs consists of/in
writing a meta-interpreter.

and specializing this meta-interpreter with respect to a concrete grammar.
Specialization is either driven directly by the meta-interpreter and user annotations yielding a compiler that is

able to translate grammars directly [Neu90a] or by partial evaluation [LS91a]. The results are —in all publications—
identical to the traditional translation presented.

The resulting Prolog clauses contain all unnecessary variables.
These unnecessary variables cause severe problems for both execution efficiency and program transformation.
The efficiency problems can be seen by comparing the parsing process implemented by the rules above to an

analogous recursive descent parser in an imperative programming language:
While in a procedural language there will be one global state to represent the current input stream (or list) to be

parsed, Prolog has to pass the arguments from one goal to the next.
A lot of work on improvements in Prolog implementations is therefore devoted to overcome these disadvantages.
Joachim Beer [Bee88] has proposed an extended (and more complex) WAM that supports the propagation of

uninitialized variables by a new internal tag.
Source to source optimization of invariant arguments by binarization
We describe a source to source transformation that
The speedups obtained range from 20% to 50% on current WAM-based machines. On a binary Prolog machine

our transformation will always be faster and will yield smaller heap consumption.
Our transformation results in fewer variable bindings, less trail consumption and (if implemented) fewer occur-

checks.
Our transformation results in a new translation scheme for definite clause grammars.
Consider the case of a DCG-parser. The result of our transformation is quite similar to this classical implementation

technique: The shared input/output-argument pairs that are used to pass data from one goal to the next are mapped
into a single pair which is kept in argument registers for the whole computation.

Passing arguments through the goals in a rule is usually implemented in an inefficient manner compared to
procedural programs.

Following the idea of avoiding unnecessary variables as much as possible How is it possible to avoid unnecessary
variables as much as possible?

The transformation
performed by a user annotated syntactic transformation that generates
Note that our transformation would have been much more complicated if the classical nonlinear representation of

Prolog bodies would have been used. If the conjuncts are nested it is more difficult to stop the process of evaluation.
Another way to understand the compilation of DCGs into a more efficient binary version is to apply the trans-

formation directly at the DCG level. The resulting Binary Definite Clause Grammar (BDCG) program can then be
mapped directly into a binary program.

While the predicate ’$demo’/1 is used by [Tar92b] when transforming definite clauses to binary definite clauses
we will use the nonterminal ’$phrase’/1.

@ Horizontal compilation.
To increase efficiency, procedures are written with assumptions about how they are called.
!!! Burstall-Darlington-example
[Hui90]; [WS90] Termination;
[MNL88] Most specific programs;
The equivalence between programs is one of the most important relations between programs. Reasoning about

programs and in particular specialization (or optimization) of programs relies on the definition of equivalence.
Partial evaluation transforms, reflection evaluates
Application for production systems [FFS89],
Type systems rely on the interpreter and mostly not the concrete program.
Binding time analysis finds a division δ given some initial division for the input parameters that divides every

function call or constructor into those that can be executed statically and those to be executed dynamically.
Also [Dem92] mentions as an example the occurrence of unnecessary variable in the body of a clause. He suggests

to specialize every goal (from left to right) in the body with respect to their continuation. As we have shown in ...
this method cannot remove such variables in general. Furthermore, in the case of difference lists, DCGs and other
techniques simulating a global state the code size will explode, without too big advantages gained.

To summarize our experience with optimizing DCG-programs we can expect to gain a realistic speedup of 10% to
20%. There is however a big potential for more advanced grammar formalisms that can profit from our optimization.
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A similar observation is made in the area of partial evaluation: Existing hand-crafted programs yield very small
speedups, while more generic programs which are already written with partial evaluation in mind result in residuals
comparable to the specialized hand-crafted versions. We are therefore proposing some extensions to DCGs that cause
no overheads for the regular case compared to simple DCGs provided that our optimization is applied.

Venken [Ven84] describes one of the first implementations [ST89,Ued86,Ued87]


